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Introduce a pseudo spin, ⌧z` on every link `.

‘Odd’ dimer constraint:
Y

` on site i

⌧z` = �1.

Topologically conserved charge:

WC =

Y

` cuts contour C

⌧z` = ±1.
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The TQFT 
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The Z2 spin liquid: Described by the simplest, non-trivial, topological field

theory with time-reversal symmetry:
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We show that simple Bose Hubbard models with unfrustrated hopping and short range two-body
repulsive interactions can support stable fractionalized phases in two and higher dimensions, and in
zero magnetic field. The simplicity of the constructed models advances the possibility of a controlled
experimental realization and novel applications of such unconventional states.
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Recent theoretical developments [1–4] have shown that
two- or three-dimensional strongly correlated systems in
zero magnetic field could display quantum phases with
fractional quantum numbers. This theoretical progress,
inspired mostly by the search for a theory of the high-
temperature superconductors [5], is likely to play an im-
portant role in our eventual understanding of the
mysterious properties of several strongly interacting elec-
tronic systems. However, until now, no such experimental
system has been unambiguously shown to display frac-
tional quantum numbers. Further impetus for the search
for experimental realizations of fractionalization comes
from the possibility of using such states to construct
qubits [6,7]. The topological structure inherent in these
states naturally protects the system from decoherence.

The primary goal of this paper is the identification and
possible design of specific condensed matter systems
which display the phenomenon of fractional quantum
numbers. To that end, we study particularly simple models
of bosons with unfrustrated hopping and short ranged
two-body repulsive interactions on a two-dimensional
(2D) square lattice. We show that, in particular parameter
ranges, a fractionalized insulating phase exists where
there are excitations whose charge is one-half that of
the underlying bosons. Superfluid or more conventional
insulating phases result in other parameter ranges. The
simplicity of our models opens up the possibility that they
can be realized in arrays of quantum Josephson junctions,
or possibly in ultracold atomic gases. This would provide
a definite experimental realization of a fractionalized
phase which could then possibly be exploited to construct
topologically protected qubits.

The fractionalized phase appears in a region of inter-
mediate correlations where neither the boson kinetic en-
ergy nor repulsive potential energy completely dominates
over the other. This lends support to the general notion
that fractionalization is to be looked for in a many-body
system at intermediate correlations. For example, in the
interacting electron system, fractionalization possibly
occurs at intermediate values of density somewhere be-
tween the extreme low density Wigner crystal and the
high density Fermi liquid regimes. Similarly, electronic

Mott insulators that are close to the metal-insulator tran-
sition may be good candidates for fractionalization.

The generalization of our models to three dimensions
(3D) is of some interest. The 3D version of our boson
Hubbard model has in fact two distinct fractionalized
insulating phases: First, there is a fractionalized phase
similar to the one in 2D, with the distinct excitations
being a charge-1=2 chargon and a Z2 vortex (vison) line.
The topological order in this phase is stable up to a finite
nonzero temperature. Experimental realization of this
phase may therefore be of interest for the quantum com-
puting application as a way of controlling errors due to
nonzero temperature. Another distinct fractionalized in-
sulator also appears in 3D. In this phase, the excitations
are a gapped charge-1=2 chargon, a gapless linear dis-
persing ‘‘photon,’’ and a gapped topological point defect
(the ‘‘monopole’’). Wen [8] has recently pointed out that
stable mean field theories may be constructed for quan-
tum phases where a masslessU!1" gauge boson (a photon)
emerges in the low-energy description. Our results pro-
vide an explicit and concrete model for such a phase.

Fractionalization of bosons in two dimensions.—Con-
sider bosons moving on the lattice shown in Fig. 1. A
physical realization may be a Josephson junction array

r

2

rr 1
b

w

ψ w

FIG. 1 (color online). Josephson junction array on a 2D bond-
centered square lattice modeled by the Hamiltonian Eq. (1).
Each shaded area indicates schematically cluster charging
energy UN2

r .
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with superconducting islands arranged on the sites of the
‘‘bond-centered’’ square lattice and Josephson coupled
with each other as indicated by the links.We also stipulate
repulsive interactions between the bosons (‘‘charging en-
ergy’’) that favors charge neutrality not only on indi-
vidual islands but also on the shaded clusters (note that
neighboring clusters share one site) [9]. The correspond-
ing Hamiltonian is

H ! "w1

X

r;r02r
#byr  rr0 $ H:c:%

" w2

X

&rr0r00'
# y

rr0 r0r00 $ H:c:% $ ub
X

r
#nbr %2

$ u 
X

hrr0i
#n rr0%2 $U

X

r

N2
r : (1)

Here, byr ! ei!r represent bosons (Cooper pairs) residing
on the corner sites of the lattice, and  y

rr0 ! ei"rr0 repre-
sent bosons on the bond-centered sites (identified by the
bond end points); nbr , n rr0 are the corresponding boson
numbers, &!r; nbr ' ! i, and similarly for the  bosons.
Throughout, we work with a number-phase (quantum
rotor) representation of the bosons, as is particularly ap-
propriate in the Josephson junction array realization [10].

The w1 term is a boson hopping (Josephson coupling)
between the corner and the bond-centered sites, and
r0 2 r sums over all such bonds emanating from r. The
w2 term is a boson hopping between the neighboring
bond-centered sites as indicated with dashed lines in
Fig. 1. The ub and u terms represent on-site boson
repulsion, while the U term is the cluster charging energy
that favors charge neutrality in each cluster. The operator
Nr associated with each cluster is defined through

Nr ! 2nbr $
X

r02r
n rr0 : (2)

The total boson number of the system is Ntot ! 1
2

P

r Nr.
Both the b bosons and the  bosons are assigned charge
qb. The model has only a globalU#1% charge conservation
symmetry.

For large w1; w2 ( ub; u ; U the system is a superfluid.
In the opposite limit, ub; u ; U ( w1; w2, the system is a
conventional Mott insulator with charge quantized in
units of qb. We argue below that when the charging
energies U and ub; u are varied separately, there is an
intermediate regime U ( w1; w2 (

!!!!!!!!!

ubU
p

;
!!!!!!!!!!

u U
p

, in
which the system is a stable fractionalized insulator
with charge qb=2 excitations and charge 0 visons above
a ground state with no conventional broken symmetries.
A schematic phase diagram of our model is shown in
Fig. 2.

The analysis in the limit of large cluster interaction
U ( w1; w2; ub; u is similar to that in the large U limit
of the electronic Hubbard model at half filling. If the
other terms are all zero, there is a degenerate manifold of
ground states specified by the requirement Nr ! 0 for
each r (recall that the operators nbr and n rr0 are defined
as conjugates of the corresponding phase variables and

have eigenvalues that can take all integer values including
negative ones; thus, the constrained Hilbert space Nr ! 0
is indeed nontrivial). This ground state sector is separated
by a large charge gap U from the nearest sectors.
Including the w1; w2; ub; u terms lifts the degeneracy
in each such zeroth-order sector, and this is best described
by deriving the corresponding effective Hamiltonians for
small perturbing couplings.

Consider the ground state sector Nr ! 0 for all r. An
elementary calculation gives

H#0%
eff ! Hub;u " Jbond

X

hrr0i
&# y

rr0%2brbr0 $ H:c:'

" Kring

X

!

# y
12 23 

y
34 41 $ H:c:%; (3)

where Hub;u stands for the on-site repulsion terms as in
Eq. (1), Jbond ! w2

1=U, and Kring ! 2w2
2=U.

A simple change of variables shows [4] that H#0%
eff to-

gether with the constraint Nr ! 0 can be regarded as the
well-studied [11] #2$ 1%D compact U#1% gauge theory
coupled to a charge 2 scalar field. In #2$ 1%D, there are
two distinct phases shown in Fig. 3. For Jbond; Kring & ub;
u , the gauge theory is ‘‘confined,’’ and all excitations
carrying nonzero ‘‘gauge charge’’ are confined. Zero
gauge charge excitations carrying physical charge quan-
tized in units of qb of course exist with a gap of order
2U. This is the conventional Mott insulator of our
boson model.

In the opposite regime, Jbond; Kring * ub; u , the gauge
theory is in the ‘‘deconfined Higgs’’ phase. Objects with
Nr ! 1 at some site, i.e., physical charge qb=2 (chargon),
have gauge charge 1, are not confined, and can propagate
above a finite gap of orderU. There is also a stable gapped
Z2 vortex excitation (vison). The deconfined phase has a
topological order [12,13]: e.g., the ground state is twofold
degenerate on a cylinder, obtained by threading no or one
vison through the hole of the cylinder.

The details of the chargon motion are determined by
the effective Hamiltonians that obtain in the charged
sectors. Straightforward calculation shows that the pres-
ence of the chargon induces a weakening of the back-
ground on the bonds and plaquettes that are connected to

b

b

U/u

w
/u Fractionalized

Conventional
Mott Insulator

Superfluid

FIG. 2. Schematic phase diagram of the boson Hubbard
model Eq. (1) for a particular cut w ) w1 ’ w2 and ub ’ u 
through the parameter space.
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Recent theoretical developments [1–4] have shown that
two- or three-dimensional strongly correlated systems in
zero magnetic field could display quantum phases with
fractional quantum numbers. This theoretical progress,
inspired mostly by the search for a theory of the high-
temperature superconductors [5], is likely to play an im-
portant role in our eventual understanding of the
mysterious properties of several strongly interacting elec-
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tional quantum numbers. Further impetus for the search
for experimental realizations of fractionalization comes
from the possibility of using such states to construct
qubits [6,7]. The topological structure inherent in these
states naturally protects the system from decoherence.

The primary goal of this paper is the identification and
possible design of specific condensed matter systems
which display the phenomenon of fractional quantum
numbers. To that end, we study particularly simple models
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(2D) square lattice. We show that, in particular parameter
ranges, a fractionalized insulating phase exists where
there are excitations whose charge is one-half that of
the underlying bosons. Superfluid or more conventional
insulating phases result in other parameter ranges. The
simplicity of our models opens up the possibility that they
can be realized in arrays of quantum Josephson junctions,
or possibly in ultracold atomic gases. This would provide
a definite experimental realization of a fractionalized
phase which could then possibly be exploited to construct
topologically protected qubits.
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occurs at intermediate values of density somewhere be-
tween the extreme low density Wigner crystal and the
high density Fermi liquid regimes. Similarly, electronic
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similar to the one in 2D, with the distinct excitations
being a charge-1=2 chargon and a Z2 vortex (vison) line.
The topological order in this phase is stable up to a finite
nonzero temperature. Experimental realization of this
phase may therefore be of interest for the quantum com-
puting application as a way of controlling errors due to
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sulator also appears in 3D. In this phase, the excitations
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emerges in the low-energy description. Our results pro-
vide an explicit and concrete model for such a phase.

Fractionalization of bosons in two dimensions.—Con-
sider bosons moving on the lattice shown in Fig. 1. A
physical realization may be a Josephson junction array
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b

w
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FIG. 1 (color online). Josephson junction array on a 2D bond-
centered square lattice modeled by the Hamiltonian Eq. (1).
Each shaded area indicates schematically cluster charging
energy UN2
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with superconducting islands arranged on the sites of the
‘‘bond-centered’’ square lattice and Josephson coupled
with each other as indicated by the links.We also stipulate
repulsive interactions between the bosons (‘‘charging en-
ergy’’) that favors charge neutrality not only on indi-
vidual islands but also on the shaded clusters (note that
neighboring clusters share one site) [9]. The correspond-
ing Hamiltonian is

H ! "w1

X

r;r02r
#byr  rr0 $ H:c:%

" w2

X

&rr0r00'
# y

rr0 r0r00 $ H:c:% $ ub
X

r
#nbr %2

$ u 
X

hrr0i
#n rr0%2 $U

X

r

N2
r : (1)

Here, byr ! ei!r represent bosons (Cooper pairs) residing
on the corner sites of the lattice, and  y

rr0 ! ei"rr0 repre-
sent bosons on the bond-centered sites (identified by the
bond end points); nbr , n rr0 are the corresponding boson
numbers, &!r; nbr ' ! i, and similarly for the  bosons.
Throughout, we work with a number-phase (quantum
rotor) representation of the bosons, as is particularly ap-
propriate in the Josephson junction array realization [10].

The w1 term is a boson hopping (Josephson coupling)
between the corner and the bond-centered sites, and
r0 2 r sums over all such bonds emanating from r. The
w2 term is a boson hopping between the neighboring
bond-centered sites as indicated with dashed lines in
Fig. 1. The ub and u terms represent on-site boson
repulsion, while the U term is the cluster charging energy
that favors charge neutrality in each cluster. The operator
Nr associated with each cluster is defined through

Nr ! 2nbr $
X

r02r
n rr0 : (2)

The total boson number of the system is Ntot ! 1
2

P

r Nr.
Both the b bosons and the  bosons are assigned charge
qb. The model has only a globalU#1% charge conservation
symmetry.

For large w1; w2 ( ub; u ; U the system is a superfluid.
In the opposite limit, ub; u ; U ( w1; w2, the system is a
conventional Mott insulator with charge quantized in
units of qb. We argue below that when the charging
energies U and ub; u are varied separately, there is an
intermediate regime U ( w1; w2 (

!!!!!!!!!

ubU
p

;
!!!!!!!!!!

u U
p

, in
which the system is a stable fractionalized insulator
with charge qb=2 excitations and charge 0 visons above
a ground state with no conventional broken symmetries.
A schematic phase diagram of our model is shown in
Fig. 2.

The analysis in the limit of large cluster interaction
U ( w1; w2; ub; u is similar to that in the large U limit
of the electronic Hubbard model at half filling. If the
other terms are all zero, there is a degenerate manifold of
ground states specified by the requirement Nr ! 0 for
each r (recall that the operators nbr and n rr0 are defined
as conjugates of the corresponding phase variables and

have eigenvalues that can take all integer values including
negative ones; thus, the constrained Hilbert space Nr ! 0
is indeed nontrivial). This ground state sector is separated
by a large charge gap U from the nearest sectors.
Including the w1; w2; ub; u terms lifts the degeneracy
in each such zeroth-order sector, and this is best described
by deriving the corresponding effective Hamiltonians for
small perturbing couplings.

Consider the ground state sector Nr ! 0 for all r. An
elementary calculation gives

H#0%
eff ! Hub;u " Jbond

X

hrr0i
&# y

rr0%2brbr0 $ H:c:'

" Kring

X

!

# y
12 23 

y
34 41 $ H:c:%; (3)

where Hub;u stands for the on-site repulsion terms as in
Eq. (1), Jbond ! w2

1=U, and Kring ! 2w2
2=U.

A simple change of variables shows [4] that H#0%
eff to-

gether with the constraint Nr ! 0 can be regarded as the
well-studied [11] #2$ 1%D compact U#1% gauge theory
coupled to a charge 2 scalar field. In #2$ 1%D, there are
two distinct phases shown in Fig. 3. For Jbond; Kring & ub;
u , the gauge theory is ‘‘confined,’’ and all excitations
carrying nonzero ‘‘gauge charge’’ are confined. Zero
gauge charge excitations carrying physical charge quan-
tized in units of qb of course exist with a gap of order
2U. This is the conventional Mott insulator of our
boson model.

In the opposite regime, Jbond; Kring * ub; u , the gauge
theory is in the ‘‘deconfined Higgs’’ phase. Objects with
Nr ! 1 at some site, i.e., physical charge qb=2 (chargon),
have gauge charge 1, are not confined, and can propagate
above a finite gap of orderU. There is also a stable gapped
Z2 vortex excitation (vison). The deconfined phase has a
topological order [12,13]: e.g., the ground state is twofold
degenerate on a cylinder, obtained by threading no or one
vison through the hole of the cylinder.

The details of the chargon motion are determined by
the effective Hamiltonians that obtain in the charged
sectors. Straightforward calculation shows that the pres-
ence of the chargon induces a weakening of the back-
ground on the bonds and plaquettes that are connected to

b
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U/u

w
/u Fractionalized

Conventional
Mott Insulator

Superfluid

FIG. 2. Schematic phase diagram of the boson Hubbard
model Eq. (1) for a particular cut w ) w1 ’ w2 and ub ’ u 
through the parameter space.
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We show that simple Bose Hubbard models with unfrustrated hopping and short range two-body
repulsive interactions can support stable fractionalized phases in two and higher dimensions, and in
zero magnetic field. The simplicity of the constructed models advances the possibility of a controlled
experimental realization and novel applications of such unconventional states.
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Recent theoretical developments [1–4] have shown that
two- or three-dimensional strongly correlated systems in
zero magnetic field could display quantum phases with
fractional quantum numbers. This theoretical progress,
inspired mostly by the search for a theory of the high-
temperature superconductors [5], is likely to play an im-
portant role in our eventual understanding of the
mysterious properties of several strongly interacting elec-
tronic systems. However, until now, no such experimental
system has been unambiguously shown to display frac-
tional quantum numbers. Further impetus for the search
for experimental realizations of fractionalization comes
from the possibility of using such states to construct
qubits [6,7]. The topological structure inherent in these
states naturally protects the system from decoherence.

The primary goal of this paper is the identification and
possible design of specific condensed matter systems
which display the phenomenon of fractional quantum
numbers. To that end, we study particularly simple models
of bosons with unfrustrated hopping and short ranged
two-body repulsive interactions on a two-dimensional
(2D) square lattice. We show that, in particular parameter
ranges, a fractionalized insulating phase exists where
there are excitations whose charge is one-half that of
the underlying bosons. Superfluid or more conventional
insulating phases result in other parameter ranges. The
simplicity of our models opens up the possibility that they
can be realized in arrays of quantum Josephson junctions,
or possibly in ultracold atomic gases. This would provide
a definite experimental realization of a fractionalized
phase which could then possibly be exploited to construct
topologically protected qubits.

The fractionalized phase appears in a region of inter-
mediate correlations where neither the boson kinetic en-
ergy nor repulsive potential energy completely dominates
over the other. This lends support to the general notion
that fractionalization is to be looked for in a many-body
system at intermediate correlations. For example, in the
interacting electron system, fractionalization possibly
occurs at intermediate values of density somewhere be-
tween the extreme low density Wigner crystal and the
high density Fermi liquid regimes. Similarly, electronic

Mott insulators that are close to the metal-insulator tran-
sition may be good candidates for fractionalization.

The generalization of our models to three dimensions
(3D) is of some interest. The 3D version of our boson
Hubbard model has in fact two distinct fractionalized
insulating phases: First, there is a fractionalized phase
similar to the one in 2D, with the distinct excitations
being a charge-1=2 chargon and a Z2 vortex (vison) line.
The topological order in this phase is stable up to a finite
nonzero temperature. Experimental realization of this
phase may therefore be of interest for the quantum com-
puting application as a way of controlling errors due to
nonzero temperature. Another distinct fractionalized in-
sulator also appears in 3D. In this phase, the excitations
are a gapped charge-1=2 chargon, a gapless linear dis-
persing ‘‘photon,’’ and a gapped topological point defect
(the ‘‘monopole’’). Wen [8] has recently pointed out that
stable mean field theories may be constructed for quan-
tum phases where a masslessU!1" gauge boson (a photon)
emerges in the low-energy description. Our results pro-
vide an explicit and concrete model for such a phase.

Fractionalization of bosons in two dimensions.—Con-
sider bosons moving on the lattice shown in Fig. 1. A
physical realization may be a Josephson junction array
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b
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FIG. 1 (color online). Josephson junction array on a 2D bond-
centered square lattice modeled by the Hamiltonian Eq. (1).
Each shaded area indicates schematically cluster charging
energy UN2

r .
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with superconducting islands arranged on the sites of the
‘‘bond-centered’’ square lattice and Josephson coupled
with each other as indicated by the links.We also stipulate
repulsive interactions between the bosons (‘‘charging en-
ergy’’) that favors charge neutrality not only on indi-
vidual islands but also on the shaded clusters (note that
neighboring clusters share one site) [9]. The correspond-
ing Hamiltonian is

H ! "w1

X

r;r02r
#byr  rr0 $ H:c:%

" w2

X

&rr0r00'
# y

rr0 r0r00 $ H:c:% $ ub
X

r
#nbr %2

$ u 
X

hrr0i
#n rr0%2 $U

X

r

N2
r : (1)

Here, byr ! ei!r represent bosons (Cooper pairs) residing
on the corner sites of the lattice, and  y

rr0 ! ei"rr0 repre-
sent bosons on the bond-centered sites (identified by the
bond end points); nbr , n rr0 are the corresponding boson
numbers, &!r; nbr ' ! i, and similarly for the  bosons.
Throughout, we work with a number-phase (quantum
rotor) representation of the bosons, as is particularly ap-
propriate in the Josephson junction array realization [10].

The w1 term is a boson hopping (Josephson coupling)
between the corner and the bond-centered sites, and
r0 2 r sums over all such bonds emanating from r. The
w2 term is a boson hopping between the neighboring
bond-centered sites as indicated with dashed lines in
Fig. 1. The ub and u terms represent on-site boson
repulsion, while the U term is the cluster charging energy
that favors charge neutrality in each cluster. The operator
Nr associated with each cluster is defined through

Nr ! 2nbr $
X

r02r
n rr0 : (2)

The total boson number of the system is Ntot ! 1
2

P

r Nr.
Both the b bosons and the  bosons are assigned charge
qb. The model has only a globalU#1% charge conservation
symmetry.

For large w1; w2 ( ub; u ; U the system is a superfluid.
In the opposite limit, ub; u ; U ( w1; w2, the system is a
conventional Mott insulator with charge quantized in
units of qb. We argue below that when the charging
energies U and ub; u are varied separately, there is an
intermediate regime U ( w1; w2 (

!!!!!!!!!

ubU
p

;
!!!!!!!!!!

u U
p

, in
which the system is a stable fractionalized insulator
with charge qb=2 excitations and charge 0 visons above
a ground state with no conventional broken symmetries.
A schematic phase diagram of our model is shown in
Fig. 2.

The analysis in the limit of large cluster interaction
U ( w1; w2; ub; u is similar to that in the large U limit
of the electronic Hubbard model at half filling. If the
other terms are all zero, there is a degenerate manifold of
ground states specified by the requirement Nr ! 0 for
each r (recall that the operators nbr and n rr0 are defined
as conjugates of the corresponding phase variables and

have eigenvalues that can take all integer values including
negative ones; thus, the constrained Hilbert space Nr ! 0
is indeed nontrivial). This ground state sector is separated
by a large charge gap U from the nearest sectors.
Including the w1; w2; ub; u terms lifts the degeneracy
in each such zeroth-order sector, and this is best described
by deriving the corresponding effective Hamiltonians for
small perturbing couplings.

Consider the ground state sector Nr ! 0 for all r. An
elementary calculation gives

H#0%
eff ! Hub;u " Jbond

X

hrr0i
&# y

rr0%2brbr0 $ H:c:'

" Kring

X

!

# y
12 23 

y
34 41 $ H:c:%; (3)

where Hub;u stands for the on-site repulsion terms as in
Eq. (1), Jbond ! w2

1=U, and Kring ! 2w2
2=U.

A simple change of variables shows [4] that H#0%
eff to-

gether with the constraint Nr ! 0 can be regarded as the
well-studied [11] #2$ 1%D compact U#1% gauge theory
coupled to a charge 2 scalar field. In #2$ 1%D, there are
two distinct phases shown in Fig. 3. For Jbond; Kring & ub;
u , the gauge theory is ‘‘confined,’’ and all excitations
carrying nonzero ‘‘gauge charge’’ are confined. Zero
gauge charge excitations carrying physical charge quan-
tized in units of qb of course exist with a gap of order
2U. This is the conventional Mott insulator of our
boson model.

In the opposite regime, Jbond; Kring * ub; u , the gauge
theory is in the ‘‘deconfined Higgs’’ phase. Objects with
Nr ! 1 at some site, i.e., physical charge qb=2 (chargon),
have gauge charge 1, are not confined, and can propagate
above a finite gap of orderU. There is also a stable gapped
Z2 vortex excitation (vison). The deconfined phase has a
topological order [12,13]: e.g., the ground state is twofold
degenerate on a cylinder, obtained by threading no or one
vison through the hole of the cylinder.

The details of the chargon motion are determined by
the effective Hamiltonians that obtain in the charged
sectors. Straightforward calculation shows that the pres-
ence of the chargon induces a weakening of the back-
ground on the bonds and plaquettes that are connected to
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w
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FIG. 2. Schematic phase diagram of the boson Hubbard
model Eq. (1) for a particular cut w ) w1 ’ w2 and ub ’ u 
through the parameter space.
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We show that simple Bose Hubbard models with unfrustrated hopping and short range two-body
repulsive interactions can support stable fractionalized phases in two and higher dimensions, and in
zero magnetic field. The simplicity of the constructed models advances the possibility of a controlled
experimental realization and novel applications of such unconventional states.
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Recent theoretical developments [1–4] have shown that
two- or three-dimensional strongly correlated systems in
zero magnetic field could display quantum phases with
fractional quantum numbers. This theoretical progress,
inspired mostly by the search for a theory of the high-
temperature superconductors [5], is likely to play an im-
portant role in our eventual understanding of the
mysterious properties of several strongly interacting elec-
tronic systems. However, until now, no such experimental
system has been unambiguously shown to display frac-
tional quantum numbers. Further impetus for the search
for experimental realizations of fractionalization comes
from the possibility of using such states to construct
qubits [6,7]. The topological structure inherent in these
states naturally protects the system from decoherence.

The primary goal of this paper is the identification and
possible design of specific condensed matter systems
which display the phenomenon of fractional quantum
numbers. To that end, we study particularly simple models
of bosons with unfrustrated hopping and short ranged
two-body repulsive interactions on a two-dimensional
(2D) square lattice. We show that, in particular parameter
ranges, a fractionalized insulating phase exists where
there are excitations whose charge is one-half that of
the underlying bosons. Superfluid or more conventional
insulating phases result in other parameter ranges. The
simplicity of our models opens up the possibility that they
can be realized in arrays of quantum Josephson junctions,
or possibly in ultracold atomic gases. This would provide
a definite experimental realization of a fractionalized
phase which could then possibly be exploited to construct
topologically protected qubits.

The fractionalized phase appears in a region of inter-
mediate correlations where neither the boson kinetic en-
ergy nor repulsive potential energy completely dominates
over the other. This lends support to the general notion
that fractionalization is to be looked for in a many-body
system at intermediate correlations. For example, in the
interacting electron system, fractionalization possibly
occurs at intermediate values of density somewhere be-
tween the extreme low density Wigner crystal and the
high density Fermi liquid regimes. Similarly, electronic

Mott insulators that are close to the metal-insulator tran-
sition may be good candidates for fractionalization.

The generalization of our models to three dimensions
(3D) is of some interest. The 3D version of our boson
Hubbard model has in fact two distinct fractionalized
insulating phases: First, there is a fractionalized phase
similar to the one in 2D, with the distinct excitations
being a charge-1=2 chargon and a Z2 vortex (vison) line.
The topological order in this phase is stable up to a finite
nonzero temperature. Experimental realization of this
phase may therefore be of interest for the quantum com-
puting application as a way of controlling errors due to
nonzero temperature. Another distinct fractionalized in-
sulator also appears in 3D. In this phase, the excitations
are a gapped charge-1=2 chargon, a gapless linear dis-
persing ‘‘photon,’’ and a gapped topological point defect
(the ‘‘monopole’’). Wen [8] has recently pointed out that
stable mean field theories may be constructed for quan-
tum phases where a masslessU!1" gauge boson (a photon)
emerges in the low-energy description. Our results pro-
vide an explicit and concrete model for such a phase.

Fractionalization of bosons in two dimensions.—Con-
sider bosons moving on the lattice shown in Fig. 1. A
physical realization may be a Josephson junction array
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FIG. 1 (color online). Josephson junction array on a 2D bond-
centered square lattice modeled by the Hamiltonian Eq. (1).
Each shaded area indicates schematically cluster charging
energy UN2

r .
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with superconducting islands arranged on the sites of the
‘‘bond-centered’’ square lattice and Josephson coupled
with each other as indicated by the links.We also stipulate
repulsive interactions between the bosons (‘‘charging en-
ergy’’) that favors charge neutrality not only on indi-
vidual islands but also on the shaded clusters (note that
neighboring clusters share one site) [9]. The correspond-
ing Hamiltonian is

H ! "w1

X

r;r02r
#byr  rr0 $ H:c:%

" w2

X

&rr0r00'
# y

rr0 r0r00 $ H:c:% $ ub
X

r
#nbr %2

$ u 
X

hrr0i
#n rr0%2 $U

X

r

N2
r : (1)

Here, byr ! ei!r represent bosons (Cooper pairs) residing
on the corner sites of the lattice, and  y

rr0 ! ei"rr0 repre-
sent bosons on the bond-centered sites (identified by the
bond end points); nbr , n rr0 are the corresponding boson
numbers, &!r; nbr ' ! i, and similarly for the  bosons.
Throughout, we work with a number-phase (quantum
rotor) representation of the bosons, as is particularly ap-
propriate in the Josephson junction array realization [10].

The w1 term is a boson hopping (Josephson coupling)
between the corner and the bond-centered sites, and
r0 2 r sums over all such bonds emanating from r. The
w2 term is a boson hopping between the neighboring
bond-centered sites as indicated with dashed lines in
Fig. 1. The ub and u terms represent on-site boson
repulsion, while the U term is the cluster charging energy
that favors charge neutrality in each cluster. The operator
Nr associated with each cluster is defined through

Nr ! 2nbr $
X

r02r
n rr0 : (2)

The total boson number of the system is Ntot ! 1
2

P

r Nr.
Both the b bosons and the  bosons are assigned charge
qb. The model has only a globalU#1% charge conservation
symmetry.

For large w1; w2 ( ub; u ; U the system is a superfluid.
In the opposite limit, ub; u ; U ( w1; w2, the system is a
conventional Mott insulator with charge quantized in
units of qb. We argue below that when the charging
energies U and ub; u are varied separately, there is an
intermediate regime U ( w1; w2 (

!!!!!!!!!

ubU
p

;
!!!!!!!!!!

u U
p

, in
which the system is a stable fractionalized insulator
with charge qb=2 excitations and charge 0 visons above
a ground state with no conventional broken symmetries.
A schematic phase diagram of our model is shown in
Fig. 2.

The analysis in the limit of large cluster interaction
U ( w1; w2; ub; u is similar to that in the large U limit
of the electronic Hubbard model at half filling. If the
other terms are all zero, there is a degenerate manifold of
ground states specified by the requirement Nr ! 0 for
each r (recall that the operators nbr and n rr0 are defined
as conjugates of the corresponding phase variables and

have eigenvalues that can take all integer values including
negative ones; thus, the constrained Hilbert space Nr ! 0
is indeed nontrivial). This ground state sector is separated
by a large charge gap U from the nearest sectors.
Including the w1; w2; ub; u terms lifts the degeneracy
in each such zeroth-order sector, and this is best described
by deriving the corresponding effective Hamiltonians for
small perturbing couplings.

Consider the ground state sector Nr ! 0 for all r. An
elementary calculation gives

H#0%
eff ! Hub;u " Jbond

X

hrr0i
&# y

rr0%2brbr0 $ H:c:'

" Kring

X

!

# y
12 23 

y
34 41 $ H:c:%; (3)

where Hub;u stands for the on-site repulsion terms as in
Eq. (1), Jbond ! w2

1=U, and Kring ! 2w2
2=U.

A simple change of variables shows [4] that H#0%
eff to-

gether with the constraint Nr ! 0 can be regarded as the
well-studied [11] #2$ 1%D compact U#1% gauge theory
coupled to a charge 2 scalar field. In #2$ 1%D, there are
two distinct phases shown in Fig. 3. For Jbond; Kring & ub;
u , the gauge theory is ‘‘confined,’’ and all excitations
carrying nonzero ‘‘gauge charge’’ are confined. Zero
gauge charge excitations carrying physical charge quan-
tized in units of qb of course exist with a gap of order
2U. This is the conventional Mott insulator of our
boson model.

In the opposite regime, Jbond; Kring * ub; u , the gauge
theory is in the ‘‘deconfined Higgs’’ phase. Objects with
Nr ! 1 at some site, i.e., physical charge qb=2 (chargon),
have gauge charge 1, are not confined, and can propagate
above a finite gap of orderU. There is also a stable gapped
Z2 vortex excitation (vison). The deconfined phase has a
topological order [12,13]: e.g., the ground state is twofold
degenerate on a cylinder, obtained by threading no or one
vison through the hole of the cylinder.

The details of the chargon motion are determined by
the effective Hamiltonians that obtain in the charged
sectors. Straightforward calculation shows that the pres-
ence of the chargon induces a weakening of the back-
ground on the bonds and plaquettes that are connected to
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FIG. 2. Schematic phase diagram of the boson Hubbard
model Eq. (1) for a particular cut w ) w1 ’ w2 and ub ’ u 
through the parameter space.
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with superconducting islands arranged on the sites of the
‘‘bond-centered’’ square lattice and Josephson coupled
with each other as indicated by the links.We also stipulate
repulsive interactions between the bosons (‘‘charging en-
ergy’’) that favors charge neutrality not only on indi-
vidual islands but also on the shaded clusters (note that
neighboring clusters share one site) [9]. The correspond-
ing Hamiltonian is

H ! "w1

X

r;r02r
#byr  rr0 $ H:c:%

" w2
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r : (1)

Here, byr ! ei!r represent bosons (Cooper pairs) residing
on the corner sites of the lattice, and  y

rr0 ! ei"rr0 repre-
sent bosons on the bond-centered sites (identified by the
bond end points); nbr , n rr0 are the corresponding boson
numbers, &!r; nbr ' ! i, and similarly for the  bosons.
Throughout, we work with a number-phase (quantum
rotor) representation of the bosons, as is particularly ap-
propriate in the Josephson junction array realization [10].

The w1 term is a boson hopping (Josephson coupling)
between the corner and the bond-centered sites, and
r0 2 r sums over all such bonds emanating from r. The
w2 term is a boson hopping between the neighboring
bond-centered sites as indicated with dashed lines in
Fig. 1. The ub and u terms represent on-site boson
repulsion, while the U term is the cluster charging energy
that favors charge neutrality in each cluster. The operator
Nr associated with each cluster is defined through

Nr ! 2nbr $
X

r02r
n rr0 : (2)

The total boson number of the system is Ntot ! 1
2

P

r Nr.
Both the b bosons and the  bosons are assigned charge
qb. The model has only a globalU#1% charge conservation
symmetry.

For large w1; w2 ( ub; u ; U the system is a superfluid.
In the opposite limit, ub; u ; U ( w1; w2, the system is a
conventional Mott insulator with charge quantized in
units of qb. We argue below that when the charging
energies U and ub; u are varied separately, there is an
intermediate regime U ( w1; w2 (
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, in
which the system is a stable fractionalized insulator
with charge qb=2 excitations and charge 0 visons above
a ground state with no conventional broken symmetries.
A schematic phase diagram of our model is shown in
Fig. 2.

The analysis in the limit of large cluster interaction
U ( w1; w2; ub; u is similar to that in the large U limit
of the electronic Hubbard model at half filling. If the
other terms are all zero, there is a degenerate manifold of
ground states specified by the requirement Nr ! 0 for
each r (recall that the operators nbr and n rr0 are defined
as conjugates of the corresponding phase variables and

have eigenvalues that can take all integer values including
negative ones; thus, the constrained Hilbert space Nr ! 0
is indeed nontrivial). This ground state sector is separated
by a large charge gap U from the nearest sectors.
Including the w1; w2; ub; u terms lifts the degeneracy
in each such zeroth-order sector, and this is best described
by deriving the corresponding effective Hamiltonians for
small perturbing couplings.

Consider the ground state sector Nr ! 0 for all r. An
elementary calculation gives

H#0%
eff ! Hub;u " Jbond

X

hrr0i
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rr0%2brbr0 $ H:c:'
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where Hub;u stands for the on-site repulsion terms as in
Eq. (1), Jbond ! w2

1=U, and Kring ! 2w2
2=U.

A simple change of variables shows [4] that H#0%
eff to-

gether with the constraint Nr ! 0 can be regarded as the
well-studied [11] #2$ 1%D compact U#1% gauge theory
coupled to a charge 2 scalar field. In #2$ 1%D, there are
two distinct phases shown in Fig. 3. For Jbond; Kring & ub;
u , the gauge theory is ‘‘confined,’’ and all excitations
carrying nonzero ‘‘gauge charge’’ are confined. Zero
gauge charge excitations carrying physical charge quan-
tized in units of qb of course exist with a gap of order
2U. This is the conventional Mott insulator of our
boson model.

In the opposite regime, Jbond; Kring * ub; u , the gauge
theory is in the ‘‘deconfined Higgs’’ phase. Objects with
Nr ! 1 at some site, i.e., physical charge qb=2 (chargon),
have gauge charge 1, are not confined, and can propagate
above a finite gap of orderU. There is also a stable gapped
Z2 vortex excitation (vison). The deconfined phase has a
topological order [12,13]: e.g., the ground state is twofold
degenerate on a cylinder, obtained by threading no or one
vison through the hole of the cylinder.

The details of the chargon motion are determined by
the effective Hamiltonians that obtain in the charged
sectors. Straightforward calculation shows that the pres-
ence of the chargon induces a weakening of the back-
ground on the bonds and plaquettes that are connected to
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with superconducting islands arranged on the sites of the
‘‘bond-centered’’ square lattice and Josephson coupled
with each other as indicated by the links.We also stipulate
repulsive interactions between the bosons (‘‘charging en-
ergy’’) that favors charge neutrality not only on indi-
vidual islands but also on the shaded clusters (note that
neighboring clusters share one site) [9]. The correspond-
ing Hamiltonian is
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Here, byr ! ei!r represent bosons (Cooper pairs) residing
on the corner sites of the lattice, and  y

rr0 ! ei"rr0 repre-
sent bosons on the bond-centered sites (identified by the
bond end points); nbr , n rr0 are the corresponding boson
numbers, &!r; nbr ' ! i, and similarly for the  bosons.
Throughout, we work with a number-phase (quantum
rotor) representation of the bosons, as is particularly ap-
propriate in the Josephson junction array realization [10].

The w1 term is a boson hopping (Josephson coupling)
between the corner and the bond-centered sites, and
r0 2 r sums over all such bonds emanating from r. The
w2 term is a boson hopping between the neighboring
bond-centered sites as indicated with dashed lines in
Fig. 1. The ub and u terms represent on-site boson
repulsion, while the U term is the cluster charging energy
that favors charge neutrality in each cluster. The operator
Nr associated with each cluster is defined through

Nr ! 2nbr $
X

r02r
n rr0 : (2)

The total boson number of the system is Ntot ! 1
2

P

r Nr.
Both the b bosons and the  bosons are assigned charge
qb. The model has only a globalU#1% charge conservation
symmetry.

For large w1; w2 ( ub; u ; U the system is a superfluid.
In the opposite limit, ub; u ; U ( w1; w2, the system is a
conventional Mott insulator with charge quantized in
units of qb. We argue below that when the charging
energies U and ub; u are varied separately, there is an
intermediate regime U ( w1; w2 (
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, in
which the system is a stable fractionalized insulator
with charge qb=2 excitations and charge 0 visons above
a ground state with no conventional broken symmetries.
A schematic phase diagram of our model is shown in
Fig. 2.

The analysis in the limit of large cluster interaction
U ( w1; w2; ub; u is similar to that in the large U limit
of the electronic Hubbard model at half filling. If the
other terms are all zero, there is a degenerate manifold of
ground states specified by the requirement Nr ! 0 for
each r (recall that the operators nbr and n rr0 are defined
as conjugates of the corresponding phase variables and

have eigenvalues that can take all integer values including
negative ones; thus, the constrained Hilbert space Nr ! 0
is indeed nontrivial). This ground state sector is separated
by a large charge gap U from the nearest sectors.
Including the w1; w2; ub; u terms lifts the degeneracy
in each such zeroth-order sector, and this is best described
by deriving the corresponding effective Hamiltonians for
small perturbing couplings.

Consider the ground state sector Nr ! 0 for all r. An
elementary calculation gives

H#0%
eff ! Hub;u " Jbond

X

hrr0i
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where Hub;u stands for the on-site repulsion terms as in
Eq. (1), Jbond ! w2

1=U, and Kring ! 2w2
2=U.

A simple change of variables shows [4] that H#0%
eff to-

gether with the constraint Nr ! 0 can be regarded as the
well-studied [11] #2$ 1%D compact U#1% gauge theory
coupled to a charge 2 scalar field. In #2$ 1%D, there are
two distinct phases shown in Fig. 3. For Jbond; Kring & ub;
u , the gauge theory is ‘‘confined,’’ and all excitations
carrying nonzero ‘‘gauge charge’’ are confined. Zero
gauge charge excitations carrying physical charge quan-
tized in units of qb of course exist with a gap of order
2U. This is the conventional Mott insulator of our
boson model.

In the opposite regime, Jbond; Kring * ub; u , the gauge
theory is in the ‘‘deconfined Higgs’’ phase. Objects with
Nr ! 1 at some site, i.e., physical charge qb=2 (chargon),
have gauge charge 1, are not confined, and can propagate
above a finite gap of orderU. There is also a stable gapped
Z2 vortex excitation (vison). The deconfined phase has a
topological order [12,13]: e.g., the ground state is twofold
degenerate on a cylinder, obtained by threading no or one
vison through the hole of the cylinder.

The details of the chargon motion are determined by
the effective Hamiltonians that obtain in the charged
sectors. Straightforward calculation shows that the pres-
ence of the chargon induces a weakening of the back-
ground on the bonds and plaquettes that are connected to
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with superconducting islands arranged on the sites of the
‘‘bond-centered’’ square lattice and Josephson coupled
with each other as indicated by the links.We also stipulate
repulsive interactions between the bosons (‘‘charging en-
ergy’’) that favors charge neutrality not only on indi-
vidual islands but also on the shaded clusters (note that
neighboring clusters share one site) [9]. The correspond-
ing Hamiltonian is

H ! "w1
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Here, byr ! ei!r represent bosons (Cooper pairs) residing
on the corner sites of the lattice, and  y

rr0 ! ei"rr0 repre-
sent bosons on the bond-centered sites (identified by the
bond end points); nbr , n rr0 are the corresponding boson
numbers, &!r; nbr ' ! i, and similarly for the  bosons.
Throughout, we work with a number-phase (quantum
rotor) representation of the bosons, as is particularly ap-
propriate in the Josephson junction array realization [10].

The w1 term is a boson hopping (Josephson coupling)
between the corner and the bond-centered sites, and
r0 2 r sums over all such bonds emanating from r. The
w2 term is a boson hopping between the neighboring
bond-centered sites as indicated with dashed lines in
Fig. 1. The ub and u terms represent on-site boson
repulsion, while the U term is the cluster charging energy
that favors charge neutrality in each cluster. The operator
Nr associated with each cluster is defined through

Nr ! 2nbr $
X

r02r
n rr0 : (2)

The total boson number of the system is Ntot ! 1
2

P

r Nr.
Both the b bosons and the  bosons are assigned charge
qb. The model has only a globalU#1% charge conservation
symmetry.

For large w1; w2 ( ub; u ; U the system is a superfluid.
In the opposite limit, ub; u ; U ( w1; w2, the system is a
conventional Mott insulator with charge quantized in
units of qb. We argue below that when the charging
energies U and ub; u are varied separately, there is an
intermediate regime U ( w1; w2 (
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ubU
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;
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p

, in
which the system is a stable fractionalized insulator
with charge qb=2 excitations and charge 0 visons above
a ground state with no conventional broken symmetries.
A schematic phase diagram of our model is shown in
Fig. 2.

The analysis in the limit of large cluster interaction
U ( w1; w2; ub; u is similar to that in the large U limit
of the electronic Hubbard model at half filling. If the
other terms are all zero, there is a degenerate manifold of
ground states specified by the requirement Nr ! 0 for
each r (recall that the operators nbr and n rr0 are defined
as conjugates of the corresponding phase variables and

have eigenvalues that can take all integer values including
negative ones; thus, the constrained Hilbert space Nr ! 0
is indeed nontrivial). This ground state sector is separated
by a large charge gap U from the nearest sectors.
Including the w1; w2; ub; u terms lifts the degeneracy
in each such zeroth-order sector, and this is best described
by deriving the corresponding effective Hamiltonians for
small perturbing couplings.

Consider the ground state sector Nr ! 0 for all r. An
elementary calculation gives

H#0%
eff ! Hub;u " Jbond

X

hrr0i
&# y

rr0%2brbr0 $ H:c:'

" Kring
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where Hub;u stands for the on-site repulsion terms as in
Eq. (1), Jbond ! w2

1=U, and Kring ! 2w2
2=U.

A simple change of variables shows [4] that H#0%
eff to-

gether with the constraint Nr ! 0 can be regarded as the
well-studied [11] #2$ 1%D compact U#1% gauge theory
coupled to a charge 2 scalar field. In #2$ 1%D, there are
two distinct phases shown in Fig. 3. For Jbond; Kring & ub;
u , the gauge theory is ‘‘confined,’’ and all excitations
carrying nonzero ‘‘gauge charge’’ are confined. Zero
gauge charge excitations carrying physical charge quan-
tized in units of qb of course exist with a gap of order
2U. This is the conventional Mott insulator of our
boson model.

In the opposite regime, Jbond; Kring * ub; u , the gauge
theory is in the ‘‘deconfined Higgs’’ phase. Objects with
Nr ! 1 at some site, i.e., physical charge qb=2 (chargon),
have gauge charge 1, are not confined, and can propagate
above a finite gap of orderU. There is also a stable gapped
Z2 vortex excitation (vison). The deconfined phase has a
topological order [12,13]: e.g., the ground state is twofold
degenerate on a cylinder, obtained by threading no or one
vison through the hole of the cylinder.

The details of the chargon motion are determined by
the effective Hamiltonians that obtain in the charged
sectors. Straightforward calculation shows that the pres-
ence of the chargon induces a weakening of the back-
ground on the bonds and plaquettes that are connected to
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Bosons at unit density on the square lattice; Nr = 1 for all r

In the limit of large U , we expect to prefer states in which
Nr = 1 at all r. By the usual procedure of perturbation
theory in 1/U , we obtain an e↵ective Hamiltonian within
the subspace of states with Nr = 1. To order 1/U , this
e↵ective Hamiltonian is
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with superconducting islands arranged on the sites of the
‘‘bond-centered’’ square lattice and Josephson coupled
with each other as indicated by the links.We also stipulate
repulsive interactions between the bosons (‘‘charging en-
ergy’’) that favors charge neutrality not only on indi-
vidual islands but also on the shaded clusters (note that
neighboring clusters share one site) [9]. The correspond-
ing Hamiltonian is

H ! "w1

X
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Here, byr ! ei!r represent bosons (Cooper pairs) residing
on the corner sites of the lattice, and  y

rr0 ! ei"rr0 repre-
sent bosons on the bond-centered sites (identified by the
bond end points); nbr , n rr0 are the corresponding boson
numbers, &!r; nbr ' ! i, and similarly for the  bosons.
Throughout, we work with a number-phase (quantum
rotor) representation of the bosons, as is particularly ap-
propriate in the Josephson junction array realization [10].

The w1 term is a boson hopping (Josephson coupling)
between the corner and the bond-centered sites, and
r0 2 r sums over all such bonds emanating from r. The
w2 term is a boson hopping between the neighboring
bond-centered sites as indicated with dashed lines in
Fig. 1. The ub and u terms represent on-site boson
repulsion, while the U term is the cluster charging energy
that favors charge neutrality in each cluster. The operator
Nr associated with each cluster is defined through

Nr ! 2nbr $
X

r02r
n rr0 : (2)

The total boson number of the system is Ntot ! 1
2

P

r Nr.
Both the b bosons and the  bosons are assigned charge
qb. The model has only a globalU#1% charge conservation
symmetry.

For large w1; w2 ( ub; u ; U the system is a superfluid.
In the opposite limit, ub; u ; U ( w1; w2, the system is a
conventional Mott insulator with charge quantized in
units of qb. We argue below that when the charging
energies U and ub; u are varied separately, there is an
intermediate regime U ( w1; w2 (
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ubU
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;
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p

, in
which the system is a stable fractionalized insulator
with charge qb=2 excitations and charge 0 visons above
a ground state with no conventional broken symmetries.
A schematic phase diagram of our model is shown in
Fig. 2.

The analysis in the limit of large cluster interaction
U ( w1; w2; ub; u is similar to that in the large U limit
of the electronic Hubbard model at half filling. If the
other terms are all zero, there is a degenerate manifold of
ground states specified by the requirement Nr ! 0 for
each r (recall that the operators nbr and n rr0 are defined
as conjugates of the corresponding phase variables and

have eigenvalues that can take all integer values including
negative ones; thus, the constrained Hilbert space Nr ! 0
is indeed nontrivial). This ground state sector is separated
by a large charge gap U from the nearest sectors.
Including the w1; w2; ub; u terms lifts the degeneracy
in each such zeroth-order sector, and this is best described
by deriving the corresponding effective Hamiltonians for
small perturbing couplings.

Consider the ground state sector Nr ! 0 for all r. An
elementary calculation gives

H#0%
eff ! Hub;u " Jbond

X
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where Hub;u stands for the on-site repulsion terms as in
Eq. (1), Jbond ! w2

1=U, and Kring ! 2w2
2=U.

A simple change of variables shows [4] that H#0%
eff to-

gether with the constraint Nr ! 0 can be regarded as the
well-studied [11] #2$ 1%D compact U#1% gauge theory
coupled to a charge 2 scalar field. In #2$ 1%D, there are
two distinct phases shown in Fig. 3. For Jbond; Kring & ub;
u , the gauge theory is ‘‘confined,’’ and all excitations
carrying nonzero ‘‘gauge charge’’ are confined. Zero
gauge charge excitations carrying physical charge quan-
tized in units of qb of course exist with a gap of order
2U. This is the conventional Mott insulator of our
boson model.

In the opposite regime, Jbond; Kring * ub; u , the gauge
theory is in the ‘‘deconfined Higgs’’ phase. Objects with
Nr ! 1 at some site, i.e., physical charge qb=2 (chargon),
have gauge charge 1, are not confined, and can propagate
above a finite gap of orderU. There is also a stable gapped
Z2 vortex excitation (vison). The deconfined phase has a
topological order [12,13]: e.g., the ground state is twofold
degenerate on a cylinder, obtained by threading no or one
vison through the hole of the cylinder.

The details of the chargon motion are determined by
the effective Hamiltonians that obtain in the charged
sectors. Straightforward calculation shows that the pres-
ence of the chargon induces a weakening of the back-
ground on the bonds and plaquettes that are connected to
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with superconducting islands arranged on the sites of the
‘‘bond-centered’’ square lattice and Josephson coupled
with each other as indicated by the links.We also stipulate
repulsive interactions between the bosons (‘‘charging en-
ergy’’) that favors charge neutrality not only on indi-
vidual islands but also on the shaded clusters (note that
neighboring clusters share one site) [9]. The correspond-
ing Hamiltonian is

H ! "w1
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Here, byr ! ei!r represent bosons (Cooper pairs) residing
on the corner sites of the lattice, and  y

rr0 ! ei"rr0 repre-
sent bosons on the bond-centered sites (identified by the
bond end points); nbr , n rr0 are the corresponding boson
numbers, &!r; nbr ' ! i, and similarly for the  bosons.
Throughout, we work with a number-phase (quantum
rotor) representation of the bosons, as is particularly ap-
propriate in the Josephson junction array realization [10].

The w1 term is a boson hopping (Josephson coupling)
between the corner and the bond-centered sites, and
r0 2 r sums over all such bonds emanating from r. The
w2 term is a boson hopping between the neighboring
bond-centered sites as indicated with dashed lines in
Fig. 1. The ub and u terms represent on-site boson
repulsion, while the U term is the cluster charging energy
that favors charge neutrality in each cluster. The operator
Nr associated with each cluster is defined through

Nr ! 2nbr $
X

r02r
n rr0 : (2)

The total boson number of the system is Ntot ! 1
2

P

r Nr.
Both the b bosons and the  bosons are assigned charge
qb. The model has only a globalU#1% charge conservation
symmetry.

For large w1; w2 ( ub; u ; U the system is a superfluid.
In the opposite limit, ub; u ; U ( w1; w2, the system is a
conventional Mott insulator with charge quantized in
units of qb. We argue below that when the charging
energies U and ub; u are varied separately, there is an
intermediate regime U ( w1; w2 (
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, in
which the system is a stable fractionalized insulator
with charge qb=2 excitations and charge 0 visons above
a ground state with no conventional broken symmetries.
A schematic phase diagram of our model is shown in
Fig. 2.

The analysis in the limit of large cluster interaction
U ( w1; w2; ub; u is similar to that in the large U limit
of the electronic Hubbard model at half filling. If the
other terms are all zero, there is a degenerate manifold of
ground states specified by the requirement Nr ! 0 for
each r (recall that the operators nbr and n rr0 are defined
as conjugates of the corresponding phase variables and

have eigenvalues that can take all integer values including
negative ones; thus, the constrained Hilbert space Nr ! 0
is indeed nontrivial). This ground state sector is separated
by a large charge gap U from the nearest sectors.
Including the w1; w2; ub; u terms lifts the degeneracy
in each such zeroth-order sector, and this is best described
by deriving the corresponding effective Hamiltonians for
small perturbing couplings.

Consider the ground state sector Nr ! 0 for all r. An
elementary calculation gives

H#0%
eff ! Hub;u " Jbond

X
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where Hub;u stands for the on-site repulsion terms as in
Eq. (1), Jbond ! w2

1=U, and Kring ! 2w2
2=U.

A simple change of variables shows [4] that H#0%
eff to-

gether with the constraint Nr ! 0 can be regarded as the
well-studied [11] #2$ 1%D compact U#1% gauge theory
coupled to a charge 2 scalar field. In #2$ 1%D, there are
two distinct phases shown in Fig. 3. For Jbond; Kring & ub;
u , the gauge theory is ‘‘confined,’’ and all excitations
carrying nonzero ‘‘gauge charge’’ are confined. Zero
gauge charge excitations carrying physical charge quan-
tized in units of qb of course exist with a gap of order
2U. This is the conventional Mott insulator of our
boson model.

In the opposite regime, Jbond; Kring * ub; u , the gauge
theory is in the ‘‘deconfined Higgs’’ phase. Objects with
Nr ! 1 at some site, i.e., physical charge qb=2 (chargon),
have gauge charge 1, are not confined, and can propagate
above a finite gap of orderU. There is also a stable gapped
Z2 vortex excitation (vison). The deconfined phase has a
topological order [12,13]: e.g., the ground state is twofold
degenerate on a cylinder, obtained by threading no or one
vison through the hole of the cylinder.

The details of the chargon motion are determined by
the effective Hamiltonians that obtain in the charged
sectors. Straightforward calculation shows that the pres-
ence of the chargon induces a weakening of the back-
ground on the bonds and plaquettes that are connected to
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with superconducting islands arranged on the sites of the
‘‘bond-centered’’ square lattice and Josephson coupled
with each other as indicated by the links.We also stipulate
repulsive interactions between the bosons (‘‘charging en-
ergy’’) that favors charge neutrality not only on indi-
vidual islands but also on the shaded clusters (note that
neighboring clusters share one site) [9]. The correspond-
ing Hamiltonian is

H ! "w1
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Here, byr ! ei!r represent bosons (Cooper pairs) residing
on the corner sites of the lattice, and  y

rr0 ! ei"rr0 repre-
sent bosons on the bond-centered sites (identified by the
bond end points); nbr , n rr0 are the corresponding boson
numbers, &!r; nbr ' ! i, and similarly for the  bosons.
Throughout, we work with a number-phase (quantum
rotor) representation of the bosons, as is particularly ap-
propriate in the Josephson junction array realization [10].

The w1 term is a boson hopping (Josephson coupling)
between the corner and the bond-centered sites, and
r0 2 r sums over all such bonds emanating from r. The
w2 term is a boson hopping between the neighboring
bond-centered sites as indicated with dashed lines in
Fig. 1. The ub and u terms represent on-site boson
repulsion, while the U term is the cluster charging energy
that favors charge neutrality in each cluster. The operator
Nr associated with each cluster is defined through

Nr ! 2nbr $
X

r02r
n rr0 : (2)

The total boson number of the system is Ntot ! 1
2

P

r Nr.
Both the b bosons and the  bosons are assigned charge
qb. The model has only a globalU#1% charge conservation
symmetry.

For large w1; w2 ( ub; u ; U the system is a superfluid.
In the opposite limit, ub; u ; U ( w1; w2, the system is a
conventional Mott insulator with charge quantized in
units of qb. We argue below that when the charging
energies U and ub; u are varied separately, there is an
intermediate regime U ( w1; w2 (

!!!!!!!!!

ubU
p

;
!!!!!!!!!!

u U
p

, in
which the system is a stable fractionalized insulator
with charge qb=2 excitations and charge 0 visons above
a ground state with no conventional broken symmetries.
A schematic phase diagram of our model is shown in
Fig. 2.

The analysis in the limit of large cluster interaction
U ( w1; w2; ub; u is similar to that in the large U limit
of the electronic Hubbard model at half filling. If the
other terms are all zero, there is a degenerate manifold of
ground states specified by the requirement Nr ! 0 for
each r (recall that the operators nbr and n rr0 are defined
as conjugates of the corresponding phase variables and

have eigenvalues that can take all integer values including
negative ones; thus, the constrained Hilbert space Nr ! 0
is indeed nontrivial). This ground state sector is separated
by a large charge gap U from the nearest sectors.
Including the w1; w2; ub; u terms lifts the degeneracy
in each such zeroth-order sector, and this is best described
by deriving the corresponding effective Hamiltonians for
small perturbing couplings.

Consider the ground state sector Nr ! 0 for all r. An
elementary calculation gives

H#0%
eff ! Hub;u " Jbond

X

hrr0i
&# y

rr0%2brbr0 $ H:c:'

" Kring

X

!

# y
12 23 

y
34 41 $ H:c:%; (3)

where Hub;u stands for the on-site repulsion terms as in
Eq. (1), Jbond ! w2

1=U, and Kring ! 2w2
2=U.

A simple change of variables shows [4] that H#0%
eff to-

gether with the constraint Nr ! 0 can be regarded as the
well-studied [11] #2$ 1%D compact U#1% gauge theory
coupled to a charge 2 scalar field. In #2$ 1%D, there are
two distinct phases shown in Fig. 3. For Jbond; Kring & ub;
u , the gauge theory is ‘‘confined,’’ and all excitations
carrying nonzero ‘‘gauge charge’’ are confined. Zero
gauge charge excitations carrying physical charge quan-
tized in units of qb of course exist with a gap of order
2U. This is the conventional Mott insulator of our
boson model.

In the opposite regime, Jbond; Kring * ub; u , the gauge
theory is in the ‘‘deconfined Higgs’’ phase. Objects with
Nr ! 1 at some site, i.e., physical charge qb=2 (chargon),
have gauge charge 1, are not confined, and can propagate
above a finite gap of orderU. There is also a stable gapped
Z2 vortex excitation (vison). The deconfined phase has a
topological order [12,13]: e.g., the ground state is twofold
degenerate on a cylinder, obtained by threading no or one
vison through the hole of the cylinder.

The details of the chargon motion are determined by
the effective Hamiltonians that obtain in the charged
sectors. Straightforward calculation shows that the pres-
ence of the chargon induces a weakening of the back-
ground on the bonds and plaquettes that are connected to

b

b

U/u

w
/u Fractionalized

Conventional
Mott Insulator

Superfluid

FIG. 2. Schematic phase diagram of the boson Hubbard
model Eq. (1) for a particular cut w ) w1 ’ w2 and ub ’ u 
through the parameter space.
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This e↵ective Hamiltonian has exactly the form of a U(1) lattice gauge
theory. We define br ⇠ e

i"r�r where "r = ±1 on the two sublattices, and
 rr0 ⇠ e

i"rar↵ , where r

0 = r + ê↵, ↵ = x, y. Then the above theory can be
written on cubic spacetime lattice in a “relativistic” from with action

S = �J

X

r

cos(�µ�r � 2arµ)

�K

X

⇤
cos(✏µ⌫��⌫a�)

The boson e

i�r has U(1) gauge charge 2. The Gauss law for this lattice
gauge theory is equivalent to the constraint Nr = 1 at all r.
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Bosons at unit density on the square lattice 

We can move beyond the Nr = 1 subspace, and account for these

half-charged states, by introducing an operator ei✓̄r which has U(1)

gauge charge 1, and global boson number charge "r/2. Then gauge-

invariant boson operators for the site and bond bosons now become

br = ei"r(�r�2✓̄r) ,  r↵ = ei"r(ar↵��↵✓̄r)

It is easy to verify that these new representations leave the J and

K terms in the previous spacetime lattice action for Nr = 1 in-

dependent of

¯✓r. We can also write the half-charge hopping terms

illustrated in the previous slides in this formulation. The final form

of the action so obtained is simplest in terms of a new field ✓r in

the mapping

¯✓r = ✓r when "r = 1 , ¯✓r = �✓r + �r when "r = �1

Note that ei✓r which has U(1) gauge charge 1, and global boson

number charge 1/2



Bosons at unit density on the square lattice 

Collecting these transformations, we obtain the complete action for the

full phase diagram is

S = �t
X

r

cos(�µ✓r � arµ �Arµ/2)

� J
X

r

cos(�µ�r � 2arµ)

�K
X

⇤
cos(✏µ⌫��⌫a�)

In this form, ei✓r has U(1) gauge charge 1, and boson number charge

1/2; ei�r
has U(1) gauge charge 2, and boson number charge 0. We

have also included an external (fixed) gauge field Aµ, which couples to

the boson number. The gauge-invariant boson operator is

br ⇠ e�i2✓r+i�r

and this only has Aµ charge 1/2.



Bosons at unit density on the square lattice 

An alternative formulation in two dimensions preemptively
accounts for the strong e↵ects of monopoles. We take the
strong-coupling limit, in which the Higgs field is locally
condensed, to a Z2 gauge field where ei�r = 1 and eiarµ =
±1. Then we have the Hamiltonian of a Z2 gauge field
coupled to a half-charged boson ei✓r :

H = �t
X

r,↵=x,y

⌧z
r↵

cos(�
↵

✓
r

�A
r↵

/2)

�K
X

⇤
⌧z⌧z⌧z⌧z

� g
X

r,↵=x,y

⌧x
r↵

The Z2 gauge field is dual to the Ising* theory encountered
earlier.
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We show that simple Bose Hubbard models with unfrustrated hopping and short range two-body
repulsive interactions can support stable fractionalized phases in two and higher dimensions, and in
zero magnetic field. The simplicity of the constructed models advances the possibility of a controlled
experimental realization and novel applications of such unconventional states.
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Recent theoretical developments [1–4] have shown that
two- or three-dimensional strongly correlated systems in
zero magnetic field could display quantum phases with
fractional quantum numbers. This theoretical progress,
inspired mostly by the search for a theory of the high-
temperature superconductors [5], is likely to play an im-
portant role in our eventual understanding of the
mysterious properties of several strongly interacting elec-
tronic systems. However, until now, no such experimental
system has been unambiguously shown to display frac-
tional quantum numbers. Further impetus for the search
for experimental realizations of fractionalization comes
from the possibility of using such states to construct
qubits [6,7]. The topological structure inherent in these
states naturally protects the system from decoherence.

The primary goal of this paper is the identification and
possible design of specific condensed matter systems
which display the phenomenon of fractional quantum
numbers. To that end, we study particularly simple models
of bosons with unfrustrated hopping and short ranged
two-body repulsive interactions on a two-dimensional
(2D) square lattice. We show that, in particular parameter
ranges, a fractionalized insulating phase exists where
there are excitations whose charge is one-half that of
the underlying bosons. Superfluid or more conventional
insulating phases result in other parameter ranges. The
simplicity of our models opens up the possibility that they
can be realized in arrays of quantum Josephson junctions,
or possibly in ultracold atomic gases. This would provide
a definite experimental realization of a fractionalized
phase which could then possibly be exploited to construct
topologically protected qubits.

The fractionalized phase appears in a region of inter-
mediate correlations where neither the boson kinetic en-
ergy nor repulsive potential energy completely dominates
over the other. This lends support to the general notion
that fractionalization is to be looked for in a many-body
system at intermediate correlations. For example, in the
interacting electron system, fractionalization possibly
occurs at intermediate values of density somewhere be-
tween the extreme low density Wigner crystal and the
high density Fermi liquid regimes. Similarly, electronic

Mott insulators that are close to the metal-insulator tran-
sition may be good candidates for fractionalization.

The generalization of our models to three dimensions
(3D) is of some interest. The 3D version of our boson
Hubbard model has in fact two distinct fractionalized
insulating phases: First, there is a fractionalized phase
similar to the one in 2D, with the distinct excitations
being a charge-1=2 chargon and a Z2 vortex (vison) line.
The topological order in this phase is stable up to a finite
nonzero temperature. Experimental realization of this
phase may therefore be of interest for the quantum com-
puting application as a way of controlling errors due to
nonzero temperature. Another distinct fractionalized in-
sulator also appears in 3D. In this phase, the excitations
are a gapped charge-1=2 chargon, a gapless linear dis-
persing ‘‘photon,’’ and a gapped topological point defect
(the ‘‘monopole’’). Wen [8] has recently pointed out that
stable mean field theories may be constructed for quan-
tum phases where a masslessU!1" gauge boson (a photon)
emerges in the low-energy description. Our results pro-
vide an explicit and concrete model for such a phase.

Fractionalization of bosons in two dimensions.—Con-
sider bosons moving on the lattice shown in Fig. 1. A
physical realization may be a Josephson junction array

r

2

rr 1
b

w

ψ w

FIG. 1 (color online). Josephson junction array on a 2D bond-
centered square lattice modeled by the Hamiltonian Eq. (1).
Each shaded area indicates schematically cluster charging
energy UN2

r .
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with superconducting islands arranged on the sites of the
‘‘bond-centered’’ square lattice and Josephson coupled
with each other as indicated by the links.We also stipulate
repulsive interactions between the bosons (‘‘charging en-
ergy’’) that favors charge neutrality not only on indi-
vidual islands but also on the shaded clusters (note that
neighboring clusters share one site) [9]. The correspond-
ing Hamiltonian is

H ! "w1

X

r;r02r
#byr  rr0 $ H:c:%

" w2

X

&rr0r00'
# y

rr0 r0r00 $ H:c:% $ ub
X

r
#nbr %2

$ u 
X

hrr0i
#n rr0%2 $U

X

r

N2
r : (1)

Here, byr ! ei!r represent bosons (Cooper pairs) residing
on the corner sites of the lattice, and  y

rr0 ! ei"rr0 repre-
sent bosons on the bond-centered sites (identified by the
bond end points); nbr , n rr0 are the corresponding boson
numbers, &!r; nbr ' ! i, and similarly for the  bosons.
Throughout, we work with a number-phase (quantum
rotor) representation of the bosons, as is particularly ap-
propriate in the Josephson junction array realization [10].

The w1 term is a boson hopping (Josephson coupling)
between the corner and the bond-centered sites, and
r0 2 r sums over all such bonds emanating from r. The
w2 term is a boson hopping between the neighboring
bond-centered sites as indicated with dashed lines in
Fig. 1. The ub and u terms represent on-site boson
repulsion, while the U term is the cluster charging energy
that favors charge neutrality in each cluster. The operator
Nr associated with each cluster is defined through

Nr ! 2nbr $
X

r02r
n rr0 : (2)

The total boson number of the system is Ntot ! 1
2

P

r Nr.
Both the b bosons and the  bosons are assigned charge
qb. The model has only a globalU#1% charge conservation
symmetry.

For large w1; w2 ( ub; u ; U the system is a superfluid.
In the opposite limit, ub; u ; U ( w1; w2, the system is a
conventional Mott insulator with charge quantized in
units of qb. We argue below that when the charging
energies U and ub; u are varied separately, there is an
intermediate regime U ( w1; w2 (

!!!!!!!!!

ubU
p

;
!!!!!!!!!!

u U
p

, in
which the system is a stable fractionalized insulator
with charge qb=2 excitations and charge 0 visons above
a ground state with no conventional broken symmetries.
A schematic phase diagram of our model is shown in
Fig. 2.

The analysis in the limit of large cluster interaction
U ( w1; w2; ub; u is similar to that in the large U limit
of the electronic Hubbard model at half filling. If the
other terms are all zero, there is a degenerate manifold of
ground states specified by the requirement Nr ! 0 for
each r (recall that the operators nbr and n rr0 are defined
as conjugates of the corresponding phase variables and

have eigenvalues that can take all integer values including
negative ones; thus, the constrained Hilbert space Nr ! 0
is indeed nontrivial). This ground state sector is separated
by a large charge gap U from the nearest sectors.
Including the w1; w2; ub; u terms lifts the degeneracy
in each such zeroth-order sector, and this is best described
by deriving the corresponding effective Hamiltonians for
small perturbing couplings.

Consider the ground state sector Nr ! 0 for all r. An
elementary calculation gives

H#0%
eff ! Hub;u " Jbond

X

hrr0i
&# y

rr0%2brbr0 $ H:c:'

" Kring

X

!

# y
12 23 

y
34 41 $ H:c:%; (3)

where Hub;u stands for the on-site repulsion terms as in
Eq. (1), Jbond ! w2

1=U, and Kring ! 2w2
2=U.

A simple change of variables shows [4] that H#0%
eff to-

gether with the constraint Nr ! 0 can be regarded as the
well-studied [11] #2$ 1%D compact U#1% gauge theory
coupled to a charge 2 scalar field. In #2$ 1%D, there are
two distinct phases shown in Fig. 3. For Jbond; Kring & ub;
u , the gauge theory is ‘‘confined,’’ and all excitations
carrying nonzero ‘‘gauge charge’’ are confined. Zero
gauge charge excitations carrying physical charge quan-
tized in units of qb of course exist with a gap of order
2U. This is the conventional Mott insulator of our
boson model.

In the opposite regime, Jbond; Kring * ub; u , the gauge
theory is in the ‘‘deconfined Higgs’’ phase. Objects with
Nr ! 1 at some site, i.e., physical charge qb=2 (chargon),
have gauge charge 1, are not confined, and can propagate
above a finite gap of orderU. There is also a stable gapped
Z2 vortex excitation (vison). The deconfined phase has a
topological order [12,13]: e.g., the ground state is twofold
degenerate on a cylinder, obtained by threading no or one
vison through the hole of the cylinder.

The details of the chargon motion are determined by
the effective Hamiltonians that obtain in the charged
sectors. Straightforward calculation shows that the pres-
ence of the chargon induces a weakening of the back-
ground on the bonds and plaquettes that are connected to

b

b

U/u

w
/u Fractionalized

Conventional
Mott Insulator

Superfluid

FIG. 2. Schematic phase diagram of the boson Hubbard
model Eq. (1) for a particular cut w ) w1 ’ w2 and ub ’ u 
through the parameter space.
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We show that simple Bose Hubbard models with unfrustrated hopping and short range two-body
repulsive interactions can support stable fractionalized phases in two and higher dimensions, and in
zero magnetic field. The simplicity of the constructed models advances the possibility of a controlled
experimental realization and novel applications of such unconventional states.
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Recent theoretical developments [1–4] have shown that
two- or three-dimensional strongly correlated systems in
zero magnetic field could display quantum phases with
fractional quantum numbers. This theoretical progress,
inspired mostly by the search for a theory of the high-
temperature superconductors [5], is likely to play an im-
portant role in our eventual understanding of the
mysterious properties of several strongly interacting elec-
tronic systems. However, until now, no such experimental
system has been unambiguously shown to display frac-
tional quantum numbers. Further impetus for the search
for experimental realizations of fractionalization comes
from the possibility of using such states to construct
qubits [6,7]. The topological structure inherent in these
states naturally protects the system from decoherence.

The primary goal of this paper is the identification and
possible design of specific condensed matter systems
which display the phenomenon of fractional quantum
numbers. To that end, we study particularly simple models
of bosons with unfrustrated hopping and short ranged
two-body repulsive interactions on a two-dimensional
(2D) square lattice. We show that, in particular parameter
ranges, a fractionalized insulating phase exists where
there are excitations whose charge is one-half that of
the underlying bosons. Superfluid or more conventional
insulating phases result in other parameter ranges. The
simplicity of our models opens up the possibility that they
can be realized in arrays of quantum Josephson junctions,
or possibly in ultracold atomic gases. This would provide
a definite experimental realization of a fractionalized
phase which could then possibly be exploited to construct
topologically protected qubits.

The fractionalized phase appears in a region of inter-
mediate correlations where neither the boson kinetic en-
ergy nor repulsive potential energy completely dominates
over the other. This lends support to the general notion
that fractionalization is to be looked for in a many-body
system at intermediate correlations. For example, in the
interacting electron system, fractionalization possibly
occurs at intermediate values of density somewhere be-
tween the extreme low density Wigner crystal and the
high density Fermi liquid regimes. Similarly, electronic

Mott insulators that are close to the metal-insulator tran-
sition may be good candidates for fractionalization.

The generalization of our models to three dimensions
(3D) is of some interest. The 3D version of our boson
Hubbard model has in fact two distinct fractionalized
insulating phases: First, there is a fractionalized phase
similar to the one in 2D, with the distinct excitations
being a charge-1=2 chargon and a Z2 vortex (vison) line.
The topological order in this phase is stable up to a finite
nonzero temperature. Experimental realization of this
phase may therefore be of interest for the quantum com-
puting application as a way of controlling errors due to
nonzero temperature. Another distinct fractionalized in-
sulator also appears in 3D. In this phase, the excitations
are a gapped charge-1=2 chargon, a gapless linear dis-
persing ‘‘photon,’’ and a gapped topological point defect
(the ‘‘monopole’’). Wen [8] has recently pointed out that
stable mean field theories may be constructed for quan-
tum phases where a masslessU!1" gauge boson (a photon)
emerges in the low-energy description. Our results pro-
vide an explicit and concrete model for such a phase.

Fractionalization of bosons in two dimensions.—Con-
sider bosons moving on the lattice shown in Fig. 1. A
physical realization may be a Josephson junction array
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FIG. 1 (color online). Josephson junction array on a 2D bond-
centered square lattice modeled by the Hamiltonian Eq. (1).
Each shaded area indicates schematically cluster charging
energy UN2

r .
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with superconducting islands arranged on the sites of the
‘‘bond-centered’’ square lattice and Josephson coupled
with each other as indicated by the links.We also stipulate
repulsive interactions between the bosons (‘‘charging en-
ergy’’) that favors charge neutrality not only on indi-
vidual islands but also on the shaded clusters (note that
neighboring clusters share one site) [9]. The correspond-
ing Hamiltonian is

H ! "w1

X

r;r02r
#byr  rr0 $ H:c:%

" w2

X

&rr0r00'
# y

rr0 r0r00 $ H:c:% $ ub
X

r
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X

hrr0i
#n rr0%2 $U

X

r

N2
r : (1)

Here, byr ! ei!r represent bosons (Cooper pairs) residing
on the corner sites of the lattice, and  y

rr0 ! ei"rr0 repre-
sent bosons on the bond-centered sites (identified by the
bond end points); nbr , n rr0 are the corresponding boson
numbers, &!r; nbr ' ! i, and similarly for the  bosons.
Throughout, we work with a number-phase (quantum
rotor) representation of the bosons, as is particularly ap-
propriate in the Josephson junction array realization [10].

The w1 term is a boson hopping (Josephson coupling)
between the corner and the bond-centered sites, and
r0 2 r sums over all such bonds emanating from r. The
w2 term is a boson hopping between the neighboring
bond-centered sites as indicated with dashed lines in
Fig. 1. The ub and u terms represent on-site boson
repulsion, while the U term is the cluster charging energy
that favors charge neutrality in each cluster. The operator
Nr associated with each cluster is defined through

Nr ! 2nbr $
X

r02r
n rr0 : (2)

The total boson number of the system is Ntot ! 1
2

P

r Nr.
Both the b bosons and the  bosons are assigned charge
qb. The model has only a globalU#1% charge conservation
symmetry.

For large w1; w2 ( ub; u ; U the system is a superfluid.
In the opposite limit, ub; u ; U ( w1; w2, the system is a
conventional Mott insulator with charge quantized in
units of qb. We argue below that when the charging
energies U and ub; u are varied separately, there is an
intermediate regime U ( w1; w2 (
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;
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p

, in
which the system is a stable fractionalized insulator
with charge qb=2 excitations and charge 0 visons above
a ground state with no conventional broken symmetries.
A schematic phase diagram of our model is shown in
Fig. 2.

The analysis in the limit of large cluster interaction
U ( w1; w2; ub; u is similar to that in the large U limit
of the electronic Hubbard model at half filling. If the
other terms are all zero, there is a degenerate manifold of
ground states specified by the requirement Nr ! 0 for
each r (recall that the operators nbr and n rr0 are defined
as conjugates of the corresponding phase variables and

have eigenvalues that can take all integer values including
negative ones; thus, the constrained Hilbert space Nr ! 0
is indeed nontrivial). This ground state sector is separated
by a large charge gap U from the nearest sectors.
Including the w1; w2; ub; u terms lifts the degeneracy
in each such zeroth-order sector, and this is best described
by deriving the corresponding effective Hamiltonians for
small perturbing couplings.

Consider the ground state sector Nr ! 0 for all r. An
elementary calculation gives

H#0%
eff ! Hub;u " Jbond

X

hrr0i
&# y
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where Hub;u stands for the on-site repulsion terms as in
Eq. (1), Jbond ! w2

1=U, and Kring ! 2w2
2=U.

A simple change of variables shows [4] that H#0%
eff to-

gether with the constraint Nr ! 0 can be regarded as the
well-studied [11] #2$ 1%D compact U#1% gauge theory
coupled to a charge 2 scalar field. In #2$ 1%D, there are
two distinct phases shown in Fig. 3. For Jbond; Kring & ub;
u , the gauge theory is ‘‘confined,’’ and all excitations
carrying nonzero ‘‘gauge charge’’ are confined. Zero
gauge charge excitations carrying physical charge quan-
tized in units of qb of course exist with a gap of order
2U. This is the conventional Mott insulator of our
boson model.

In the opposite regime, Jbond; Kring * ub; u , the gauge
theory is in the ‘‘deconfined Higgs’’ phase. Objects with
Nr ! 1 at some site, i.e., physical charge qb=2 (chargon),
have gauge charge 1, are not confined, and can propagate
above a finite gap of orderU. There is also a stable gapped
Z2 vortex excitation (vison). The deconfined phase has a
topological order [12,13]: e.g., the ground state is twofold
degenerate on a cylinder, obtained by threading no or one
vison through the hole of the cylinder.

The details of the chargon motion are determined by
the effective Hamiltonians that obtain in the charged
sectors. Straightforward calculation shows that the pres-
ence of the chargon induces a weakening of the back-
ground on the bonds and plaquettes that are connected to

b

b

U/u

w
/u Fractionalized

Conventional
Mott Insulator

Superfluid

FIG. 2. Schematic phase diagram of the boson Hubbard
model Eq. (1) for a particular cut w ) w1 ’ w2 and ub ’ u 
through the parameter space.
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We show that simple Bose Hubbard models with unfrustrated hopping and short range two-body
repulsive interactions can support stable fractionalized phases in two and higher dimensions, and in
zero magnetic field. The simplicity of the constructed models advances the possibility of a controlled
experimental realization and novel applications of such unconventional states.
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Recent theoretical developments [1–4] have shown that
two- or three-dimensional strongly correlated systems in
zero magnetic field could display quantum phases with
fractional quantum numbers. This theoretical progress,
inspired mostly by the search for a theory of the high-
temperature superconductors [5], is likely to play an im-
portant role in our eventual understanding of the
mysterious properties of several strongly interacting elec-
tronic systems. However, until now, no such experimental
system has been unambiguously shown to display frac-
tional quantum numbers. Further impetus for the search
for experimental realizations of fractionalization comes
from the possibility of using such states to construct
qubits [6,7]. The topological structure inherent in these
states naturally protects the system from decoherence.

The primary goal of this paper is the identification and
possible design of specific condensed matter systems
which display the phenomenon of fractional quantum
numbers. To that end, we study particularly simple models
of bosons with unfrustrated hopping and short ranged
two-body repulsive interactions on a two-dimensional
(2D) square lattice. We show that, in particular parameter
ranges, a fractionalized insulating phase exists where
there are excitations whose charge is one-half that of
the underlying bosons. Superfluid or more conventional
insulating phases result in other parameter ranges. The
simplicity of our models opens up the possibility that they
can be realized in arrays of quantum Josephson junctions,
or possibly in ultracold atomic gases. This would provide
a definite experimental realization of a fractionalized
phase which could then possibly be exploited to construct
topologically protected qubits.

The fractionalized phase appears in a region of inter-
mediate correlations where neither the boson kinetic en-
ergy nor repulsive potential energy completely dominates
over the other. This lends support to the general notion
that fractionalization is to be looked for in a many-body
system at intermediate correlations. For example, in the
interacting electron system, fractionalization possibly
occurs at intermediate values of density somewhere be-
tween the extreme low density Wigner crystal and the
high density Fermi liquid regimes. Similarly, electronic

Mott insulators that are close to the metal-insulator tran-
sition may be good candidates for fractionalization.

The generalization of our models to three dimensions
(3D) is of some interest. The 3D version of our boson
Hubbard model has in fact two distinct fractionalized
insulating phases: First, there is a fractionalized phase
similar to the one in 2D, with the distinct excitations
being a charge-1=2 chargon and a Z2 vortex (vison) line.
The topological order in this phase is stable up to a finite
nonzero temperature. Experimental realization of this
phase may therefore be of interest for the quantum com-
puting application as a way of controlling errors due to
nonzero temperature. Another distinct fractionalized in-
sulator also appears in 3D. In this phase, the excitations
are a gapped charge-1=2 chargon, a gapless linear dis-
persing ‘‘photon,’’ and a gapped topological point defect
(the ‘‘monopole’’). Wen [8] has recently pointed out that
stable mean field theories may be constructed for quan-
tum phases where a masslessU!1" gauge boson (a photon)
emerges in the low-energy description. Our results pro-
vide an explicit and concrete model for such a phase.

Fractionalization of bosons in two dimensions.—Con-
sider bosons moving on the lattice shown in Fig. 1. A
physical realization may be a Josephson junction array

r

2

rr 1
b

w

ψ w

FIG. 1 (color online). Josephson junction array on a 2D bond-
centered square lattice modeled by the Hamiltonian Eq. (1).
Each shaded area indicates schematically cluster charging
energy UN2

r .
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with superconducting islands arranged on the sites of the
‘‘bond-centered’’ square lattice and Josephson coupled
with each other as indicated by the links.We also stipulate
repulsive interactions between the bosons (‘‘charging en-
ergy’’) that favors charge neutrality not only on indi-
vidual islands but also on the shaded clusters (note that
neighboring clusters share one site) [9]. The correspond-
ing Hamiltonian is

H ! "w1

X

r;r02r
#byr  rr0 $ H:c:%

" w2

X

&rr0r00'
# y

rr0 r0r00 $ H:c:% $ ub
X

r
#nbr %2

$ u 
X

hrr0i
#n rr0%2 $U

X

r

N2
r : (1)

Here, byr ! ei!r represent bosons (Cooper pairs) residing
on the corner sites of the lattice, and  y

rr0 ! ei"rr0 repre-
sent bosons on the bond-centered sites (identified by the
bond end points); nbr , n rr0 are the corresponding boson
numbers, &!r; nbr ' ! i, and similarly for the  bosons.
Throughout, we work with a number-phase (quantum
rotor) representation of the bosons, as is particularly ap-
propriate in the Josephson junction array realization [10].

The w1 term is a boson hopping (Josephson coupling)
between the corner and the bond-centered sites, and
r0 2 r sums over all such bonds emanating from r. The
w2 term is a boson hopping between the neighboring
bond-centered sites as indicated with dashed lines in
Fig. 1. The ub and u terms represent on-site boson
repulsion, while the U term is the cluster charging energy
that favors charge neutrality in each cluster. The operator
Nr associated with each cluster is defined through

Nr ! 2nbr $
X

r02r
n rr0 : (2)

The total boson number of the system is Ntot ! 1
2

P

r Nr.
Both the b bosons and the  bosons are assigned charge
qb. The model has only a globalU#1% charge conservation
symmetry.

For large w1; w2 ( ub; u ; U the system is a superfluid.
In the opposite limit, ub; u ; U ( w1; w2, the system is a
conventional Mott insulator with charge quantized in
units of qb. We argue below that when the charging
energies U and ub; u are varied separately, there is an
intermediate regime U ( w1; w2 (

!!!!!!!!!

ubU
p

;
!!!!!!!!!!

u U
p

, in
which the system is a stable fractionalized insulator
with charge qb=2 excitations and charge 0 visons above
a ground state with no conventional broken symmetries.
A schematic phase diagram of our model is shown in
Fig. 2.

The analysis in the limit of large cluster interaction
U ( w1; w2; ub; u is similar to that in the large U limit
of the electronic Hubbard model at half filling. If the
other terms are all zero, there is a degenerate manifold of
ground states specified by the requirement Nr ! 0 for
each r (recall that the operators nbr and n rr0 are defined
as conjugates of the corresponding phase variables and

have eigenvalues that can take all integer values including
negative ones; thus, the constrained Hilbert space Nr ! 0
is indeed nontrivial). This ground state sector is separated
by a large charge gap U from the nearest sectors.
Including the w1; w2; ub; u terms lifts the degeneracy
in each such zeroth-order sector, and this is best described
by deriving the corresponding effective Hamiltonians for
small perturbing couplings.

Consider the ground state sector Nr ! 0 for all r. An
elementary calculation gives

H#0%
eff ! Hub;u " Jbond

X

hrr0i
&# y

rr0%2brbr0 $ H:c:'

" Kring

X

!

# y
12 23 

y
34 41 $ H:c:%; (3)

where Hub;u stands for the on-site repulsion terms as in
Eq. (1), Jbond ! w2

1=U, and Kring ! 2w2
2=U.

A simple change of variables shows [4] that H#0%
eff to-

gether with the constraint Nr ! 0 can be regarded as the
well-studied [11] #2$ 1%D compact U#1% gauge theory
coupled to a charge 2 scalar field. In #2$ 1%D, there are
two distinct phases shown in Fig. 3. For Jbond; Kring & ub;
u , the gauge theory is ‘‘confined,’’ and all excitations
carrying nonzero ‘‘gauge charge’’ are confined. Zero
gauge charge excitations carrying physical charge quan-
tized in units of qb of course exist with a gap of order
2U. This is the conventional Mott insulator of our
boson model.

In the opposite regime, Jbond; Kring * ub; u , the gauge
theory is in the ‘‘deconfined Higgs’’ phase. Objects with
Nr ! 1 at some site, i.e., physical charge qb=2 (chargon),
have gauge charge 1, are not confined, and can propagate
above a finite gap of orderU. There is also a stable gapped
Z2 vortex excitation (vison). The deconfined phase has a
topological order [12,13]: e.g., the ground state is twofold
degenerate on a cylinder, obtained by threading no or one
vison through the hole of the cylinder.

The details of the chargon motion are determined by
the effective Hamiltonians that obtain in the charged
sectors. Straightforward calculation shows that the pres-
ence of the chargon induces a weakening of the back-
ground on the bonds and plaquettes that are connected to

b
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w
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Conventional
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Superfluid

FIG. 2. Schematic phase diagram of the boson Hubbard
model Eq. (1) for a particular cut w ) w1 ’ w2 and ub ’ u 
through the parameter space.
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We show that simple Bose Hubbard models with unfrustrated hopping and short range two-body
repulsive interactions can support stable fractionalized phases in two and higher dimensions, and in
zero magnetic field. The simplicity of the constructed models advances the possibility of a controlled
experimental realization and novel applications of such unconventional states.
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Recent theoretical developments [1–4] have shown that
two- or three-dimensional strongly correlated systems in
zero magnetic field could display quantum phases with
fractional quantum numbers. This theoretical progress,
inspired mostly by the search for a theory of the high-
temperature superconductors [5], is likely to play an im-
portant role in our eventual understanding of the
mysterious properties of several strongly interacting elec-
tronic systems. However, until now, no such experimental
system has been unambiguously shown to display frac-
tional quantum numbers. Further impetus for the search
for experimental realizations of fractionalization comes
from the possibility of using such states to construct
qubits [6,7]. The topological structure inherent in these
states naturally protects the system from decoherence.

The primary goal of this paper is the identification and
possible design of specific condensed matter systems
which display the phenomenon of fractional quantum
numbers. To that end, we study particularly simple models
of bosons with unfrustrated hopping and short ranged
two-body repulsive interactions on a two-dimensional
(2D) square lattice. We show that, in particular parameter
ranges, a fractionalized insulating phase exists where
there are excitations whose charge is one-half that of
the underlying bosons. Superfluid or more conventional
insulating phases result in other parameter ranges. The
simplicity of our models opens up the possibility that they
can be realized in arrays of quantum Josephson junctions,
or possibly in ultracold atomic gases. This would provide
a definite experimental realization of a fractionalized
phase which could then possibly be exploited to construct
topologically protected qubits.

The fractionalized phase appears in a region of inter-
mediate correlations where neither the boson kinetic en-
ergy nor repulsive potential energy completely dominates
over the other. This lends support to the general notion
that fractionalization is to be looked for in a many-body
system at intermediate correlations. For example, in the
interacting electron system, fractionalization possibly
occurs at intermediate values of density somewhere be-
tween the extreme low density Wigner crystal and the
high density Fermi liquid regimes. Similarly, electronic

Mott insulators that are close to the metal-insulator tran-
sition may be good candidates for fractionalization.

The generalization of our models to three dimensions
(3D) is of some interest. The 3D version of our boson
Hubbard model has in fact two distinct fractionalized
insulating phases: First, there is a fractionalized phase
similar to the one in 2D, with the distinct excitations
being a charge-1=2 chargon and a Z2 vortex (vison) line.
The topological order in this phase is stable up to a finite
nonzero temperature. Experimental realization of this
phase may therefore be of interest for the quantum com-
puting application as a way of controlling errors due to
nonzero temperature. Another distinct fractionalized in-
sulator also appears in 3D. In this phase, the excitations
are a gapped charge-1=2 chargon, a gapless linear dis-
persing ‘‘photon,’’ and a gapped topological point defect
(the ‘‘monopole’’). Wen [8] has recently pointed out that
stable mean field theories may be constructed for quan-
tum phases where a masslessU!1" gauge boson (a photon)
emerges in the low-energy description. Our results pro-
vide an explicit and concrete model for such a phase.

Fractionalization of bosons in two dimensions.—Con-
sider bosons moving on the lattice shown in Fig. 1. A
physical realization may be a Josephson junction array

r
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rr 1
b

w

ψ w

FIG. 1 (color online). Josephson junction array on a 2D bond-
centered square lattice modeled by the Hamiltonian Eq. (1).
Each shaded area indicates schematically cluster charging
energy UN2

r .
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with superconducting islands arranged on the sites of the
‘‘bond-centered’’ square lattice and Josephson coupled
with each other as indicated by the links.We also stipulate
repulsive interactions between the bosons (‘‘charging en-
ergy’’) that favors charge neutrality not only on indi-
vidual islands but also on the shaded clusters (note that
neighboring clusters share one site) [9]. The correspond-
ing Hamiltonian is

H ! "w1

X

r;r02r
#byr  rr0 $ H:c:%

" w2

X

&rr0r00'
# y

rr0 r0r00 $ H:c:% $ ub
X

r
#nbr %2

$ u 
X

hrr0i
#n rr0%2 $U

X

r

N2
r : (1)

Here, byr ! ei!r represent bosons (Cooper pairs) residing
on the corner sites of the lattice, and  y

rr0 ! ei"rr0 repre-
sent bosons on the bond-centered sites (identified by the
bond end points); nbr , n rr0 are the corresponding boson
numbers, &!r; nbr ' ! i, and similarly for the  bosons.
Throughout, we work with a number-phase (quantum
rotor) representation of the bosons, as is particularly ap-
propriate in the Josephson junction array realization [10].

The w1 term is a boson hopping (Josephson coupling)
between the corner and the bond-centered sites, and
r0 2 r sums over all such bonds emanating from r. The
w2 term is a boson hopping between the neighboring
bond-centered sites as indicated with dashed lines in
Fig. 1. The ub and u terms represent on-site boson
repulsion, while the U term is the cluster charging energy
that favors charge neutrality in each cluster. The operator
Nr associated with each cluster is defined through

Nr ! 2nbr $
X

r02r
n rr0 : (2)

The total boson number of the system is Ntot ! 1
2

P

r Nr.
Both the b bosons and the  bosons are assigned charge
qb. The model has only a globalU#1% charge conservation
symmetry.

For large w1; w2 ( ub; u ; U the system is a superfluid.
In the opposite limit, ub; u ; U ( w1; w2, the system is a
conventional Mott insulator with charge quantized in
units of qb. We argue below that when the charging
energies U and ub; u are varied separately, there is an
intermediate regime U ( w1; w2 (

!!!!!!!!!

ubU
p

;
!!!!!!!!!!

u U
p

, in
which the system is a stable fractionalized insulator
with charge qb=2 excitations and charge 0 visons above
a ground state with no conventional broken symmetries.
A schematic phase diagram of our model is shown in
Fig. 2.

The analysis in the limit of large cluster interaction
U ( w1; w2; ub; u is similar to that in the large U limit
of the electronic Hubbard model at half filling. If the
other terms are all zero, there is a degenerate manifold of
ground states specified by the requirement Nr ! 0 for
each r (recall that the operators nbr and n rr0 are defined
as conjugates of the corresponding phase variables and

have eigenvalues that can take all integer values including
negative ones; thus, the constrained Hilbert space Nr ! 0
is indeed nontrivial). This ground state sector is separated
by a large charge gap U from the nearest sectors.
Including the w1; w2; ub; u terms lifts the degeneracy
in each such zeroth-order sector, and this is best described
by deriving the corresponding effective Hamiltonians for
small perturbing couplings.

Consider the ground state sector Nr ! 0 for all r. An
elementary calculation gives

H#0%
eff ! Hub;u " Jbond

X

hrr0i
&# y

rr0%2brbr0 $ H:c:'

" Kring

X

!

# y
12 23 

y
34 41 $ H:c:%; (3)

where Hub;u stands for the on-site repulsion terms as in
Eq. (1), Jbond ! w2

1=U, and Kring ! 2w2
2=U.

A simple change of variables shows [4] that H#0%
eff to-

gether with the constraint Nr ! 0 can be regarded as the
well-studied [11] #2$ 1%D compact U#1% gauge theory
coupled to a charge 2 scalar field. In #2$ 1%D, there are
two distinct phases shown in Fig. 3. For Jbond; Kring & ub;
u , the gauge theory is ‘‘confined,’’ and all excitations
carrying nonzero ‘‘gauge charge’’ are confined. Zero
gauge charge excitations carrying physical charge quan-
tized in units of qb of course exist with a gap of order
2U. This is the conventional Mott insulator of our
boson model.

In the opposite regime, Jbond; Kring * ub; u , the gauge
theory is in the ‘‘deconfined Higgs’’ phase. Objects with
Nr ! 1 at some site, i.e., physical charge qb=2 (chargon),
have gauge charge 1, are not confined, and can propagate
above a finite gap of orderU. There is also a stable gapped
Z2 vortex excitation (vison). The deconfined phase has a
topological order [12,13]: e.g., the ground state is twofold
degenerate on a cylinder, obtained by threading no or one
vison through the hole of the cylinder.

The details of the chargon motion are determined by
the effective Hamiltonians that obtain in the charged
sectors. Straightforward calculation shows that the pres-
ence of the chargon induces a weakening of the back-
ground on the bonds and plaquettes that are connected to
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FIG. 2. Schematic phase diagram of the boson Hubbard
model Eq. (1) for a particular cut w ) w1 ’ w2 and ub ’ u 
through the parameter space.
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We show that simple Bose Hubbard models with unfrustrated hopping and short range two-body
repulsive interactions can support stable fractionalized phases in two and higher dimensions, and in
zero magnetic field. The simplicity of the constructed models advances the possibility of a controlled
experimental realization and novel applications of such unconventional states.
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Recent theoretical developments [1–4] have shown that
two- or three-dimensional strongly correlated systems in
zero magnetic field could display quantum phases with
fractional quantum numbers. This theoretical progress,
inspired mostly by the search for a theory of the high-
temperature superconductors [5], is likely to play an im-
portant role in our eventual understanding of the
mysterious properties of several strongly interacting elec-
tronic systems. However, until now, no such experimental
system has been unambiguously shown to display frac-
tional quantum numbers. Further impetus for the search
for experimental realizations of fractionalization comes
from the possibility of using such states to construct
qubits [6,7]. The topological structure inherent in these
states naturally protects the system from decoherence.

The primary goal of this paper is the identification and
possible design of specific condensed matter systems
which display the phenomenon of fractional quantum
numbers. To that end, we study particularly simple models
of bosons with unfrustrated hopping and short ranged
two-body repulsive interactions on a two-dimensional
(2D) square lattice. We show that, in particular parameter
ranges, a fractionalized insulating phase exists where
there are excitations whose charge is one-half that of
the underlying bosons. Superfluid or more conventional
insulating phases result in other parameter ranges. The
simplicity of our models opens up the possibility that they
can be realized in arrays of quantum Josephson junctions,
or possibly in ultracold atomic gases. This would provide
a definite experimental realization of a fractionalized
phase which could then possibly be exploited to construct
topologically protected qubits.

The fractionalized phase appears in a region of inter-
mediate correlations where neither the boson kinetic en-
ergy nor repulsive potential energy completely dominates
over the other. This lends support to the general notion
that fractionalization is to be looked for in a many-body
system at intermediate correlations. For example, in the
interacting electron system, fractionalization possibly
occurs at intermediate values of density somewhere be-
tween the extreme low density Wigner crystal and the
high density Fermi liquid regimes. Similarly, electronic

Mott insulators that are close to the metal-insulator tran-
sition may be good candidates for fractionalization.

The generalization of our models to three dimensions
(3D) is of some interest. The 3D version of our boson
Hubbard model has in fact two distinct fractionalized
insulating phases: First, there is a fractionalized phase
similar to the one in 2D, with the distinct excitations
being a charge-1=2 chargon and a Z2 vortex (vison) line.
The topological order in this phase is stable up to a finite
nonzero temperature. Experimental realization of this
phase may therefore be of interest for the quantum com-
puting application as a way of controlling errors due to
nonzero temperature. Another distinct fractionalized in-
sulator also appears in 3D. In this phase, the excitations
are a gapped charge-1=2 chargon, a gapless linear dis-
persing ‘‘photon,’’ and a gapped topological point defect
(the ‘‘monopole’’). Wen [8] has recently pointed out that
stable mean field theories may be constructed for quan-
tum phases where a masslessU!1" gauge boson (a photon)
emerges in the low-energy description. Our results pro-
vide an explicit and concrete model for such a phase.

Fractionalization of bosons in two dimensions.—Con-
sider bosons moving on the lattice shown in Fig. 1. A
physical realization may be a Josephson junction array

r
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b

w
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FIG. 1 (color online). Josephson junction array on a 2D bond-
centered square lattice modeled by the Hamiltonian Eq. (1).
Each shaded area indicates schematically cluster charging
energy UN2

r .
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with superconducting islands arranged on the sites of the
‘‘bond-centered’’ square lattice and Josephson coupled
with each other as indicated by the links.We also stipulate
repulsive interactions between the bosons (‘‘charging en-
ergy’’) that favors charge neutrality not only on indi-
vidual islands but also on the shaded clusters (note that
neighboring clusters share one site) [9]. The correspond-
ing Hamiltonian is

H ! "w1

X

r;r02r
#byr  rr0 $ H:c:%

" w2

X

&rr0r00'
# y

rr0 r0r00 $ H:c:% $ ub
X

r
#nbr %2

$ u 
X

hrr0i
#n rr0%2 $U

X

r

N2
r : (1)

Here, byr ! ei!r represent bosons (Cooper pairs) residing
on the corner sites of the lattice, and  y

rr0 ! ei"rr0 repre-
sent bosons on the bond-centered sites (identified by the
bond end points); nbr , n rr0 are the corresponding boson
numbers, &!r; nbr ' ! i, and similarly for the  bosons.
Throughout, we work with a number-phase (quantum
rotor) representation of the bosons, as is particularly ap-
propriate in the Josephson junction array realization [10].

The w1 term is a boson hopping (Josephson coupling)
between the corner and the bond-centered sites, and
r0 2 r sums over all such bonds emanating from r. The
w2 term is a boson hopping between the neighboring
bond-centered sites as indicated with dashed lines in
Fig. 1. The ub and u terms represent on-site boson
repulsion, while the U term is the cluster charging energy
that favors charge neutrality in each cluster. The operator
Nr associated with each cluster is defined through

Nr ! 2nbr $
X

r02r
n rr0 : (2)

The total boson number of the system is Ntot ! 1
2

P

r Nr.
Both the b bosons and the  bosons are assigned charge
qb. The model has only a globalU#1% charge conservation
symmetry.

For large w1; w2 ( ub; u ; U the system is a superfluid.
In the opposite limit, ub; u ; U ( w1; w2, the system is a
conventional Mott insulator with charge quantized in
units of qb. We argue below that when the charging
energies U and ub; u are varied separately, there is an
intermediate regime U ( w1; w2 (

!!!!!!!!!

ubU
p

;
!!!!!!!!!!

u U
p

, in
which the system is a stable fractionalized insulator
with charge qb=2 excitations and charge 0 visons above
a ground state with no conventional broken symmetries.
A schematic phase diagram of our model is shown in
Fig. 2.

The analysis in the limit of large cluster interaction
U ( w1; w2; ub; u is similar to that in the large U limit
of the electronic Hubbard model at half filling. If the
other terms are all zero, there is a degenerate manifold of
ground states specified by the requirement Nr ! 0 for
each r (recall that the operators nbr and n rr0 are defined
as conjugates of the corresponding phase variables and

have eigenvalues that can take all integer values including
negative ones; thus, the constrained Hilbert space Nr ! 0
is indeed nontrivial). This ground state sector is separated
by a large charge gap U from the nearest sectors.
Including the w1; w2; ub; u terms lifts the degeneracy
in each such zeroth-order sector, and this is best described
by deriving the corresponding effective Hamiltonians for
small perturbing couplings.

Consider the ground state sector Nr ! 0 for all r. An
elementary calculation gives

H#0%
eff ! Hub;u " Jbond

X

hrr0i
&# y

rr0%2brbr0 $ H:c:'

" Kring

X

!

# y
12 23 

y
34 41 $ H:c:%; (3)

where Hub;u stands for the on-site repulsion terms as in
Eq. (1), Jbond ! w2

1=U, and Kring ! 2w2
2=U.

A simple change of variables shows [4] that H#0%
eff to-

gether with the constraint Nr ! 0 can be regarded as the
well-studied [11] #2$ 1%D compact U#1% gauge theory
coupled to a charge 2 scalar field. In #2$ 1%D, there are
two distinct phases shown in Fig. 3. For Jbond; Kring & ub;
u , the gauge theory is ‘‘confined,’’ and all excitations
carrying nonzero ‘‘gauge charge’’ are confined. Zero
gauge charge excitations carrying physical charge quan-
tized in units of qb of course exist with a gap of order
2U. This is the conventional Mott insulator of our
boson model.

In the opposite regime, Jbond; Kring * ub; u , the gauge
theory is in the ‘‘deconfined Higgs’’ phase. Objects with
Nr ! 1 at some site, i.e., physical charge qb=2 (chargon),
have gauge charge 1, are not confined, and can propagate
above a finite gap of orderU. There is also a stable gapped
Z2 vortex excitation (vison). The deconfined phase has a
topological order [12,13]: e.g., the ground state is twofold
degenerate on a cylinder, obtained by threading no or one
vison through the hole of the cylinder.

The details of the chargon motion are determined by
the effective Hamiltonians that obtain in the charged
sectors. Straightforward calculation shows that the pres-
ence of the chargon induces a weakening of the back-
ground on the bonds and plaquettes that are connected to

b

b

U/u

w
/u Fractionalized

Conventional
Mott Insulator

Superfluid

FIG. 2. Schematic phase diagram of the boson Hubbard
model Eq. (1) for a particular cut w ) w1 ’ w2 and ub ’ u 
through the parameter space.
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We show that simple Bose Hubbard models with unfrustrated hopping and short range two-body
repulsive interactions can support stable fractionalized phases in two and higher dimensions, and in
zero magnetic field. The simplicity of the constructed models advances the possibility of a controlled
experimental realization and novel applications of such unconventional states.
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Recent theoretical developments [1–4] have shown that
two- or three-dimensional strongly correlated systems in
zero magnetic field could display quantum phases with
fractional quantum numbers. This theoretical progress,
inspired mostly by the search for a theory of the high-
temperature superconductors [5], is likely to play an im-
portant role in our eventual understanding of the
mysterious properties of several strongly interacting elec-
tronic systems. However, until now, no such experimental
system has been unambiguously shown to display frac-
tional quantum numbers. Further impetus for the search
for experimental realizations of fractionalization comes
from the possibility of using such states to construct
qubits [6,7]. The topological structure inherent in these
states naturally protects the system from decoherence.

The primary goal of this paper is the identification and
possible design of specific condensed matter systems
which display the phenomenon of fractional quantum
numbers. To that end, we study particularly simple models
of bosons with unfrustrated hopping and short ranged
two-body repulsive interactions on a two-dimensional
(2D) square lattice. We show that, in particular parameter
ranges, a fractionalized insulating phase exists where
there are excitations whose charge is one-half that of
the underlying bosons. Superfluid or more conventional
insulating phases result in other parameter ranges. The
simplicity of our models opens up the possibility that they
can be realized in arrays of quantum Josephson junctions,
or possibly in ultracold atomic gases. This would provide
a definite experimental realization of a fractionalized
phase which could then possibly be exploited to construct
topologically protected qubits.

The fractionalized phase appears in a region of inter-
mediate correlations where neither the boson kinetic en-
ergy nor repulsive potential energy completely dominates
over the other. This lends support to the general notion
that fractionalization is to be looked for in a many-body
system at intermediate correlations. For example, in the
interacting electron system, fractionalization possibly
occurs at intermediate values of density somewhere be-
tween the extreme low density Wigner crystal and the
high density Fermi liquid regimes. Similarly, electronic

Mott insulators that are close to the metal-insulator tran-
sition may be good candidates for fractionalization.

The generalization of our models to three dimensions
(3D) is of some interest. The 3D version of our boson
Hubbard model has in fact two distinct fractionalized
insulating phases: First, there is a fractionalized phase
similar to the one in 2D, with the distinct excitations
being a charge-1=2 chargon and a Z2 vortex (vison) line.
The topological order in this phase is stable up to a finite
nonzero temperature. Experimental realization of this
phase may therefore be of interest for the quantum com-
puting application as a way of controlling errors due to
nonzero temperature. Another distinct fractionalized in-
sulator also appears in 3D. In this phase, the excitations
are a gapped charge-1=2 chargon, a gapless linear dis-
persing ‘‘photon,’’ and a gapped topological point defect
(the ‘‘monopole’’). Wen [8] has recently pointed out that
stable mean field theories may be constructed for quan-
tum phases where a masslessU!1" gauge boson (a photon)
emerges in the low-energy description. Our results pro-
vide an explicit and concrete model for such a phase.

Fractionalization of bosons in two dimensions.—Con-
sider bosons moving on the lattice shown in Fig. 1. A
physical realization may be a Josephson junction array

r

2

rr 1
b

w

ψ w

FIG. 1 (color online). Josephson junction array on a 2D bond-
centered square lattice modeled by the Hamiltonian Eq. (1).
Each shaded area indicates schematically cluster charging
energy UN2

r .
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with superconducting islands arranged on the sites of the
‘‘bond-centered’’ square lattice and Josephson coupled
with each other as indicated by the links.We also stipulate
repulsive interactions between the bosons (‘‘charging en-
ergy’’) that favors charge neutrality not only on indi-
vidual islands but also on the shaded clusters (note that
neighboring clusters share one site) [9]. The correspond-
ing Hamiltonian is

H ! "w1

X

r;r02r
#byr  rr0 $ H:c:%

" w2

X

&rr0r00'
# y

rr0 r0r00 $ H:c:% $ ub
X

r
#nbr %2

$ u 
X

hrr0i
#n rr0%2 $U

X

r

N2
r : (1)

Here, byr ! ei!r represent bosons (Cooper pairs) residing
on the corner sites of the lattice, and  y

rr0 ! ei"rr0 repre-
sent bosons on the bond-centered sites (identified by the
bond end points); nbr , n rr0 are the corresponding boson
numbers, &!r; nbr ' ! i, and similarly for the  bosons.
Throughout, we work with a number-phase (quantum
rotor) representation of the bosons, as is particularly ap-
propriate in the Josephson junction array realization [10].

The w1 term is a boson hopping (Josephson coupling)
between the corner and the bond-centered sites, and
r0 2 r sums over all such bonds emanating from r. The
w2 term is a boson hopping between the neighboring
bond-centered sites as indicated with dashed lines in
Fig. 1. The ub and u terms represent on-site boson
repulsion, while the U term is the cluster charging energy
that favors charge neutrality in each cluster. The operator
Nr associated with each cluster is defined through

Nr ! 2nbr $
X

r02r
n rr0 : (2)

The total boson number of the system is Ntot ! 1
2

P

r Nr.
Both the b bosons and the  bosons are assigned charge
qb. The model has only a globalU#1% charge conservation
symmetry.

For large w1; w2 ( ub; u ; U the system is a superfluid.
In the opposite limit, ub; u ; U ( w1; w2, the system is a
conventional Mott insulator with charge quantized in
units of qb. We argue below that when the charging
energies U and ub; u are varied separately, there is an
intermediate regime U ( w1; w2 (

!!!!!!!!!

ubU
p

;
!!!!!!!!!!

u U
p

, in
which the system is a stable fractionalized insulator
with charge qb=2 excitations and charge 0 visons above
a ground state with no conventional broken symmetries.
A schematic phase diagram of our model is shown in
Fig. 2.

The analysis in the limit of large cluster interaction
U ( w1; w2; ub; u is similar to that in the large U limit
of the electronic Hubbard model at half filling. If the
other terms are all zero, there is a degenerate manifold of
ground states specified by the requirement Nr ! 0 for
each r (recall that the operators nbr and n rr0 are defined
as conjugates of the corresponding phase variables and

have eigenvalues that can take all integer values including
negative ones; thus, the constrained Hilbert space Nr ! 0
is indeed nontrivial). This ground state sector is separated
by a large charge gap U from the nearest sectors.
Including the w1; w2; ub; u terms lifts the degeneracy
in each such zeroth-order sector, and this is best described
by deriving the corresponding effective Hamiltonians for
small perturbing couplings.

Consider the ground state sector Nr ! 0 for all r. An
elementary calculation gives

H#0%
eff ! Hub;u " Jbond

X

hrr0i
&# y

rr0%2brbr0 $ H:c:'

" Kring

X

!

# y
12 23 

y
34 41 $ H:c:%; (3)

where Hub;u stands for the on-site repulsion terms as in
Eq. (1), Jbond ! w2

1=U, and Kring ! 2w2
2=U.

A simple change of variables shows [4] that H#0%
eff to-

gether with the constraint Nr ! 0 can be regarded as the
well-studied [11] #2$ 1%D compact U#1% gauge theory
coupled to a charge 2 scalar field. In #2$ 1%D, there are
two distinct phases shown in Fig. 3. For Jbond; Kring & ub;
u , the gauge theory is ‘‘confined,’’ and all excitations
carrying nonzero ‘‘gauge charge’’ are confined. Zero
gauge charge excitations carrying physical charge quan-
tized in units of qb of course exist with a gap of order
2U. This is the conventional Mott insulator of our
boson model.

In the opposite regime, Jbond; Kring * ub; u , the gauge
theory is in the ‘‘deconfined Higgs’’ phase. Objects with
Nr ! 1 at some site, i.e., physical charge qb=2 (chargon),
have gauge charge 1, are not confined, and can propagate
above a finite gap of orderU. There is also a stable gapped
Z2 vortex excitation (vison). The deconfined phase has a
topological order [12,13]: e.g., the ground state is twofold
degenerate on a cylinder, obtained by threading no or one
vison through the hole of the cylinder.

The details of the chargon motion are determined by
the effective Hamiltonians that obtain in the charged
sectors. Straightforward calculation shows that the pres-
ence of the chargon induces a weakening of the back-
ground on the bonds and plaquettes that are connected to

b

b
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w
/u Fractionalized

Conventional
Mott Insulator

Superfluid

FIG. 2. Schematic phase diagram of the boson Hubbard
model Eq. (1) for a particular cut w ) w1 ’ w2 and ub ’ u 
through the parameter space.
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We show that simple Bose Hubbard models with unfrustrated hopping and short range two-body
repulsive interactions can support stable fractionalized phases in two and higher dimensions, and in
zero magnetic field. The simplicity of the constructed models advances the possibility of a controlled
experimental realization and novel applications of such unconventional states.
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Recent theoretical developments [1–4] have shown that
two- or three-dimensional strongly correlated systems in
zero magnetic field could display quantum phases with
fractional quantum numbers. This theoretical progress,
inspired mostly by the search for a theory of the high-
temperature superconductors [5], is likely to play an im-
portant role in our eventual understanding of the
mysterious properties of several strongly interacting elec-
tronic systems. However, until now, no such experimental
system has been unambiguously shown to display frac-
tional quantum numbers. Further impetus for the search
for experimental realizations of fractionalization comes
from the possibility of using such states to construct
qubits [6,7]. The topological structure inherent in these
states naturally protects the system from decoherence.

The primary goal of this paper is the identification and
possible design of specific condensed matter systems
which display the phenomenon of fractional quantum
numbers. To that end, we study particularly simple models
of bosons with unfrustrated hopping and short ranged
two-body repulsive interactions on a two-dimensional
(2D) square lattice. We show that, in particular parameter
ranges, a fractionalized insulating phase exists where
there are excitations whose charge is one-half that of
the underlying bosons. Superfluid or more conventional
insulating phases result in other parameter ranges. The
simplicity of our models opens up the possibility that they
can be realized in arrays of quantum Josephson junctions,
or possibly in ultracold atomic gases. This would provide
a definite experimental realization of a fractionalized
phase which could then possibly be exploited to construct
topologically protected qubits.

The fractionalized phase appears in a region of inter-
mediate correlations where neither the boson kinetic en-
ergy nor repulsive potential energy completely dominates
over the other. This lends support to the general notion
that fractionalization is to be looked for in a many-body
system at intermediate correlations. For example, in the
interacting electron system, fractionalization possibly
occurs at intermediate values of density somewhere be-
tween the extreme low density Wigner crystal and the
high density Fermi liquid regimes. Similarly, electronic

Mott insulators that are close to the metal-insulator tran-
sition may be good candidates for fractionalization.

The generalization of our models to three dimensions
(3D) is of some interest. The 3D version of our boson
Hubbard model has in fact two distinct fractionalized
insulating phases: First, there is a fractionalized phase
similar to the one in 2D, with the distinct excitations
being a charge-1=2 chargon and a Z2 vortex (vison) line.
The topological order in this phase is stable up to a finite
nonzero temperature. Experimental realization of this
phase may therefore be of interest for the quantum com-
puting application as a way of controlling errors due to
nonzero temperature. Another distinct fractionalized in-
sulator also appears in 3D. In this phase, the excitations
are a gapped charge-1=2 chargon, a gapless linear dis-
persing ‘‘photon,’’ and a gapped topological point defect
(the ‘‘monopole’’). Wen [8] has recently pointed out that
stable mean field theories may be constructed for quan-
tum phases where a masslessU!1" gauge boson (a photon)
emerges in the low-energy description. Our results pro-
vide an explicit and concrete model for such a phase.

Fractionalization of bosons in two dimensions.—Con-
sider bosons moving on the lattice shown in Fig. 1. A
physical realization may be a Josephson junction array
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b

w

ψ w

FIG. 1 (color online). Josephson junction array on a 2D bond-
centered square lattice modeled by the Hamiltonian Eq. (1).
Each shaded area indicates schematically cluster charging
energy UN2

r .
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with superconducting islands arranged on the sites of the
‘‘bond-centered’’ square lattice and Josephson coupled
with each other as indicated by the links.We also stipulate
repulsive interactions between the bosons (‘‘charging en-
ergy’’) that favors charge neutrality not only on indi-
vidual islands but also on the shaded clusters (note that
neighboring clusters share one site) [9]. The correspond-
ing Hamiltonian is

H ! "w1

X

r;r02r
#byr  rr0 $ H:c:%

" w2

X

&rr0r00'
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rr0 r0r00 $ H:c:% $ ub
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Here, byr ! ei!r represent bosons (Cooper pairs) residing
on the corner sites of the lattice, and  y

rr0 ! ei"rr0 repre-
sent bosons on the bond-centered sites (identified by the
bond end points); nbr , n rr0 are the corresponding boson
numbers, &!r; nbr ' ! i, and similarly for the  bosons.
Throughout, we work with a number-phase (quantum
rotor) representation of the bosons, as is particularly ap-
propriate in the Josephson junction array realization [10].

The w1 term is a boson hopping (Josephson coupling)
between the corner and the bond-centered sites, and
r0 2 r sums over all such bonds emanating from r. The
w2 term is a boson hopping between the neighboring
bond-centered sites as indicated with dashed lines in
Fig. 1. The ub and u terms represent on-site boson
repulsion, while the U term is the cluster charging energy
that favors charge neutrality in each cluster. The operator
Nr associated with each cluster is defined through

Nr ! 2nbr $
X

r02r
n rr0 : (2)

The total boson number of the system is Ntot ! 1
2

P

r Nr.
Both the b bosons and the  bosons are assigned charge
qb. The model has only a globalU#1% charge conservation
symmetry.

For large w1; w2 ( ub; u ; U the system is a superfluid.
In the opposite limit, ub; u ; U ( w1; w2, the system is a
conventional Mott insulator with charge quantized in
units of qb. We argue below that when the charging
energies U and ub; u are varied separately, there is an
intermediate regime U ( w1; w2 (

!!!!!!!!!

ubU
p

;
!!!!!!!!!!

u U
p

, in
which the system is a stable fractionalized insulator
with charge qb=2 excitations and charge 0 visons above
a ground state with no conventional broken symmetries.
A schematic phase diagram of our model is shown in
Fig. 2.

The analysis in the limit of large cluster interaction
U ( w1; w2; ub; u is similar to that in the large U limit
of the electronic Hubbard model at half filling. If the
other terms are all zero, there is a degenerate manifold of
ground states specified by the requirement Nr ! 0 for
each r (recall that the operators nbr and n rr0 are defined
as conjugates of the corresponding phase variables and

have eigenvalues that can take all integer values including
negative ones; thus, the constrained Hilbert space Nr ! 0
is indeed nontrivial). This ground state sector is separated
by a large charge gap U from the nearest sectors.
Including the w1; w2; ub; u terms lifts the degeneracy
in each such zeroth-order sector, and this is best described
by deriving the corresponding effective Hamiltonians for
small perturbing couplings.

Consider the ground state sector Nr ! 0 for all r. An
elementary calculation gives

H#0%
eff ! Hub;u " Jbond

X

hrr0i
&# y

rr0%2brbr0 $ H:c:'

" Kring

X

!

# y
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where Hub;u stands for the on-site repulsion terms as in
Eq. (1), Jbond ! w2

1=U, and Kring ! 2w2
2=U.

A simple change of variables shows [4] that H#0%
eff to-

gether with the constraint Nr ! 0 can be regarded as the
well-studied [11] #2$ 1%D compact U#1% gauge theory
coupled to a charge 2 scalar field. In #2$ 1%D, there are
two distinct phases shown in Fig. 3. For Jbond; Kring & ub;
u , the gauge theory is ‘‘confined,’’ and all excitations
carrying nonzero ‘‘gauge charge’’ are confined. Zero
gauge charge excitations carrying physical charge quan-
tized in units of qb of course exist with a gap of order
2U. This is the conventional Mott insulator of our
boson model.

In the opposite regime, Jbond; Kring * ub; u , the gauge
theory is in the ‘‘deconfined Higgs’’ phase. Objects with
Nr ! 1 at some site, i.e., physical charge qb=2 (chargon),
have gauge charge 1, are not confined, and can propagate
above a finite gap of orderU. There is also a stable gapped
Z2 vortex excitation (vison). The deconfined phase has a
topological order [12,13]: e.g., the ground state is twofold
degenerate on a cylinder, obtained by threading no or one
vison through the hole of the cylinder.

The details of the chargon motion are determined by
the effective Hamiltonians that obtain in the charged
sectors. Straightforward calculation shows that the pres-
ence of the chargon induces a weakening of the back-
ground on the bonds and plaquettes that are connected to
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FIG. 2. Schematic phase diagram of the boson Hubbard
model Eq. (1) for a particular cut w ) w1 ’ w2 and ub ’ u 
through the parameter space.
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Bosons at half-integer density on the square lattice 

At half-integer density, we obtain an additional Berry phase term
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The Berry phases prohibit a “trivial” phase with no broken symme-

try and no topological order: instead we obtain a phase with valence

bond solid order and broken translational symmetry. Also, the Z2

spin liquid is now a “symmetry enriched topological” (SET) state.



“Anomaly” constraints on phase diagram
Consider a general lattice Hamiltonian with 2 global symmetries: translation by a lattice

spacing, T̂
x

, and a global U(1) symmetry, U , associated in our case with conservation of
boson number. The global U(1) symmetry is generated by
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where N is the total number of bosons. This anomaly is an obstruction to gauging the
U(1)⇥T̂

x

global symmetry.
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Recent theoretical developments [1–4] have shown that
two- or three-dimensional strongly correlated systems in
zero magnetic field could display quantum phases with
fractional quantum numbers. This theoretical progress,
inspired mostly by the search for a theory of the high-
temperature superconductors [5], is likely to play an im-
portant role in our eventual understanding of the
mysterious properties of several strongly interacting elec-
tronic systems. However, until now, no such experimental
system has been unambiguously shown to display frac-
tional quantum numbers. Further impetus for the search
for experimental realizations of fractionalization comes
from the possibility of using such states to construct
qubits [6,7]. The topological structure inherent in these
states naturally protects the system from decoherence.

The primary goal of this paper is the identification and
possible design of specific condensed matter systems
which display the phenomenon of fractional quantum
numbers. To that end, we study particularly simple models
of bosons with unfrustrated hopping and short ranged
two-body repulsive interactions on a two-dimensional
(2D) square lattice. We show that, in particular parameter
ranges, a fractionalized insulating phase exists where
there are excitations whose charge is one-half that of
the underlying bosons. Superfluid or more conventional
insulating phases result in other parameter ranges. The
simplicity of our models opens up the possibility that they
can be realized in arrays of quantum Josephson junctions,
or possibly in ultracold atomic gases. This would provide
a definite experimental realization of a fractionalized
phase which could then possibly be exploited to construct
topologically protected qubits.

The fractionalized phase appears in a region of inter-
mediate correlations where neither the boson kinetic en-
ergy nor repulsive potential energy completely dominates
over the other. This lends support to the general notion
that fractionalization is to be looked for in a many-body
system at intermediate correlations. For example, in the
interacting electron system, fractionalization possibly
occurs at intermediate values of density somewhere be-
tween the extreme low density Wigner crystal and the
high density Fermi liquid regimes. Similarly, electronic

Mott insulators that are close to the metal-insulator tran-
sition may be good candidates for fractionalization.

The generalization of our models to three dimensions
(3D) is of some interest. The 3D version of our boson
Hubbard model has in fact two distinct fractionalized
insulating phases: First, there is a fractionalized phase
similar to the one in 2D, with the distinct excitations
being a charge-1=2 chargon and a Z2 vortex (vison) line.
The topological order in this phase is stable up to a finite
nonzero temperature. Experimental realization of this
phase may therefore be of interest for the quantum com-
puting application as a way of controlling errors due to
nonzero temperature. Another distinct fractionalized in-
sulator also appears in 3D. In this phase, the excitations
are a gapped charge-1=2 chargon, a gapless linear dis-
persing ‘‘photon,’’ and a gapped topological point defect
(the ‘‘monopole’’). Wen [8] has recently pointed out that
stable mean field theories may be constructed for quan-
tum phases where a masslessU!1" gauge boson (a photon)
emerges in the low-energy description. Our results pro-
vide an explicit and concrete model for such a phase.

Fractionalization of bosons in two dimensions.—Con-
sider bosons moving on the lattice shown in Fig. 1. A
physical realization may be a Josephson junction array

r

2

rr 1
b

w

ψ w

FIG. 1 (color online). Josephson junction array on a 2D bond-
centered square lattice modeled by the Hamiltonian Eq. (1).
Each shaded area indicates schematically cluster charging
energy UN2

r .
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with superconducting islands arranged on the sites of the
‘‘bond-centered’’ square lattice and Josephson coupled
with each other as indicated by the links.We also stipulate
repulsive interactions between the bosons (‘‘charging en-
ergy’’) that favors charge neutrality not only on indi-
vidual islands but also on the shaded clusters (note that
neighboring clusters share one site) [9]. The correspond-
ing Hamiltonian is

H ! "w1

X

r;r02r
#byr  rr0 $ H:c:%

" w2

X

&rr0r00'
# y

rr0 r0r00 $ H:c:% $ ub
X

r
#nbr %2

$ u 
X

hrr0i
#n rr0%2 $U

X

r

N2
r : (1)

Here, byr ! ei!r represent bosons (Cooper pairs) residing
on the corner sites of the lattice, and  y

rr0 ! ei"rr0 repre-
sent bosons on the bond-centered sites (identified by the
bond end points); nbr , n rr0 are the corresponding boson
numbers, &!r; nbr ' ! i, and similarly for the  bosons.
Throughout, we work with a number-phase (quantum
rotor) representation of the bosons, as is particularly ap-
propriate in the Josephson junction array realization [10].

The w1 term is a boson hopping (Josephson coupling)
between the corner and the bond-centered sites, and
r0 2 r sums over all such bonds emanating from r. The
w2 term is a boson hopping between the neighboring
bond-centered sites as indicated with dashed lines in
Fig. 1. The ub and u terms represent on-site boson
repulsion, while the U term is the cluster charging energy
that favors charge neutrality in each cluster. The operator
Nr associated with each cluster is defined through

Nr ! 2nbr $
X

r02r
n rr0 : (2)

The total boson number of the system is Ntot ! 1
2

P

r Nr.
Both the b bosons and the  bosons are assigned charge
qb. The model has only a globalU#1% charge conservation
symmetry.

For large w1; w2 ( ub; u ; U the system is a superfluid.
In the opposite limit, ub; u ; U ( w1; w2, the system is a
conventional Mott insulator with charge quantized in
units of qb. We argue below that when the charging
energies U and ub; u are varied separately, there is an
intermediate regime U ( w1; w2 (

!!!!!!!!!

ubU
p

;
!!!!!!!!!!

u U
p

, in
which the system is a stable fractionalized insulator
with charge qb=2 excitations and charge 0 visons above
a ground state with no conventional broken symmetries.
A schematic phase diagram of our model is shown in
Fig. 2.

The analysis in the limit of large cluster interaction
U ( w1; w2; ub; u is similar to that in the large U limit
of the electronic Hubbard model at half filling. If the
other terms are all zero, there is a degenerate manifold of
ground states specified by the requirement Nr ! 0 for
each r (recall that the operators nbr and n rr0 are defined
as conjugates of the corresponding phase variables and

have eigenvalues that can take all integer values including
negative ones; thus, the constrained Hilbert space Nr ! 0
is indeed nontrivial). This ground state sector is separated
by a large charge gap U from the nearest sectors.
Including the w1; w2; ub; u terms lifts the degeneracy
in each such zeroth-order sector, and this is best described
by deriving the corresponding effective Hamiltonians for
small perturbing couplings.

Consider the ground state sector Nr ! 0 for all r. An
elementary calculation gives

H#0%
eff ! Hub;u " Jbond

X

hrr0i
&# y

rr0%2brbr0 $ H:c:'

" Kring

X

!

# y
12 23 

y
34 41 $ H:c:%; (3)

where Hub;u stands for the on-site repulsion terms as in
Eq. (1), Jbond ! w2

1=U, and Kring ! 2w2
2=U.

A simple change of variables shows [4] that H#0%
eff to-

gether with the constraint Nr ! 0 can be regarded as the
well-studied [11] #2$ 1%D compact U#1% gauge theory
coupled to a charge 2 scalar field. In #2$ 1%D, there are
two distinct phases shown in Fig. 3. For Jbond; Kring & ub;
u , the gauge theory is ‘‘confined,’’ and all excitations
carrying nonzero ‘‘gauge charge’’ are confined. Zero
gauge charge excitations carrying physical charge quan-
tized in units of qb of course exist with a gap of order
2U. This is the conventional Mott insulator of our
boson model.

In the opposite regime, Jbond; Kring * ub; u , the gauge
theory is in the ‘‘deconfined Higgs’’ phase. Objects with
Nr ! 1 at some site, i.e., physical charge qb=2 (chargon),
have gauge charge 1, are not confined, and can propagate
above a finite gap of orderU. There is also a stable gapped
Z2 vortex excitation (vison). The deconfined phase has a
topological order [12,13]: e.g., the ground state is twofold
degenerate on a cylinder, obtained by threading no or one
vison through the hole of the cylinder.

The details of the chargon motion are determined by
the effective Hamiltonians that obtain in the charged
sectors. Straightforward calculation shows that the pres-
ence of the chargon induces a weakening of the back-
ground on the bonds and plaquettes that are connected to

b

b

U/u

w
/u Fractionalized

Conventional
Mott Insulator

Superfluid

FIG. 2. Schematic phase diagram of the boson Hubbard
model Eq. (1) for a particular cut w ) w1 ’ w2 and ub ’ u 
through the parameter space.
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increased hole doping, with fits to Eq. 1. (B) shows the same data versus 𝑘𝑘𝐵𝐵𝑇𝑇/ℏ𝜔𝜔𝑐𝑐∗, where 

𝜔𝜔𝑐𝑐∗ = 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒/𝑚𝑚∗: this scaling with 𝑚𝑚∗ shows the robustness of the fit across the entire doping and 

temperature range. (C) The effective mass as a function of hole doping; error bars are the 

standard error from regression of Eq. 1 to the data. The dashed line is a guide to the eye.  

 

 

 

 

Fig. 4: A quantum critical point near optimal doping. The blue curves correspond to 𝑇𝑇𝑐𝑐, as 

defined by the resistive transition (right axis), at magnetic fields of 0, 15, 30, 50, 70, and 82 T 

(some data points taken from [39], [57].) As the magnetic field is increased, the 

superconducting 𝑇𝑇𝑐𝑐 is suppressed. By 30 T two separate domes remain, centred around 

𝑝𝑝 ≈ 0.08 and 𝑝𝑝 ≈ 0.18; by 82 T only the dome at 𝑝𝑝 ≈ 0.18 remains. The inverse of the 
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Single reconstructed Fermi surface pocket in an underdoped single layer cuprate

superconductor

M. K. Chan,1, 2, ∗ N. Harrison,1, ∗ R. D. McDonald,1 B. J. Ramshaw,1 K. A. Modic,1 N. Barǐsić,3,2 and M. Greven2

1Mail Stop E536, Pulsed Field Facility, National High Magnetic Field Laboratory,
Los Alamos National Laboratory, Los Alamos, New Mexico 87545, USA

2School of Physics and Astronomy, University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455, USA
3Technishce Universität Wein, Wiedner Haupstr. 8-10, 1040, Vienna, Austria

The observation of a reconstructed Fermi surface via quantum oscillations in hole-doped cuprates
opened a path towards identifying broken symmetry states in the pseudogap regime. However, such
an identification has remained inconclusive due to the multi-frequency quantum oscillation spectra
and complications accounting for bilayer effects in most studies. We overcome these impediments
with high resolution measurements on the structurally simpler cuprate HgBa2CuO4+δ (Hg1201),
which features one CuO2 plane per unit cell. We find only a single oscillatory component with
no signatures of magnetic breakdown tunneling to additional orbits. Therefore, the Fermi surface
comprises a single quasi-two-dimensional pocket. Quantitative modeling of these results indicates
that biaxial charge-density-wave within each CuO2 plane is responsible for the reconstruction, and
rules out criss-crossed charge stripes between layers as a viable alternative in Hg1201. Lastly, we
determine that the characteristic gap between reconstructed pockets is a significant fraction of the
pseudogap energy.

I. INTRODUCTION

The identification of broken symmetry states, particu-
larly in the pseudogap region, is essential for understand-
ing the cuprate phase diagram. The surprising discovery
of a small Fermi surface from quantum oscillations (QOs)
in underdoped YBa2Cu3O6+x (Y123) [1] motivated pro-
posals for a crystal-lattice-symmetry-breaking order pa-
rameter [2–9] that reconstructs either the large Fermi
surface identified in overdoped cuprates [10–12] or the
Fermi arcs of the pseudogap state [13–15].
The spectrum of quantum oscillations is, in principle,

a distinct probe of the Fermi surface morphology and
is thus a signature of the broken symmetry state [2–9].
The ubiquity of short-range charge-density-wave (CDW)
in underdoped cuprates [16–22] make CDW a natural
choice as the order responsible for Fermi surface recon-
struction. However, despite the availability of exquisitely
detailed QO studies in Y123 [8, 23–25], its complicated
multi-frequency spectrum has prevented a consensus on
the exact model for reconstruction [8, 9, 24–28]. Part of
the difficulty stems from the crystal structure of Y123,
particularly the bilayer splitting of the elementary Fermi
pockets due to the two CuO2 planes per unit cell. The
different models are sensitive to the magnitude, sym-
metry, and momentum dependence of the bilayer cou-
pling [8, 26–28], which are controversial. Furthermore,
neither diffraction nor QO experiments in the cuprates
have yet been able to address the crucial question as to
whether the two orthogonal CDW vectors spatially coex-
ist in the same CuO2 plane or whether stripes alternate in
a criss-cross fashion on consecutive CuO2 planes [29, 30].

∗ Correspondence to mkchan@lanl.gov and nharrison@lanl.gov

Apart from the Y-based bilayer compounds [1, 31],
HgBa2CuO4+δ (Hg1201) is the only other hole-doped
cuprate for which QOs have been detected [32] in the
pseudogap regime. Importantly, in addition to featur-
ing a very high-Tc (≈ 97 K at optimal doping), Hg1201
has a tetragonal crystal symmetry consisting of only one
CuO2 plane per unit cell. This means that the analy-
sis of the experimental data on this compound is free
from complications associated with bilayer coupling and
orthorombicity.

Here we show that high resolution measurements of
up to 10 cycles of the QOs in Hg1201 permit a reso-
lution of the reconstructed electronic structure. Using
pulsed magnetic fields extending to 90 T combined with
contactless resistivity measurements, we find the QOs
in Hg1201 to be remarkably simple: a single oscilla-
tion frequency exhibiting a monotonic magnetic field de-
pendence characteristic of a single Fermi surface pocket.
We find quantitative agreement between the observed
single QO frequency and that from a diamond-shaped
electron pocket resulting from biaxial CDW reconstruc-
tion [18, 33]. There are no signatures of the predicted ad-
ditional small hole-like pocket [9] reported for Y123 [25].
This could be due to the antinodal states, which con-
stitute these hole pockets, being gapped out or strongly
supressed by the pseudogap phenomena. We also de-
termine a very small c-axis transfer integral for Hg1201,
which precludes a model based on an alternating criss-
cross pattern of uniaxial charge stripes on consecutive
CuO2 planes [30]. The absence of signatures of magnetic
breakdown tunneling to neighboring sections of the Fermi
surfaces (such as the putative small hole pockets [9]) pro-
vides a lower bound estimate of≈ 20 meV for the relevant
gap. Importantly, this is a significant fraction of the anti-
nodal pseudogap energy [34]. Overall, our results point

Nature Communications 7, 12244 (2016)
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Our results are in good agreement with some of the observed
trends.
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FIG. 1. Spectral functions in the presence of static and fluctuating
order. (a) The color density plot displays the electron spectral func-
tion in the presence of long-range bidirectional bond density wave
(BDW) at zero magnetic field (in the unfolded Brillouin zone). Such
long-ranged BDW is likely to be present only in a strong magnetic
field and will not be seen in ARPES experiments. Annotations are
superimposed to highlight aspects of the spectral density. In black,
the Fermi surface used for our computation. Dashed arrows mark
the wavevectors of the BDW. The BDW causes reconstruction of the
Fermi surface and the formation of an electron-like pocket, marked
in red, and two hole-like pockets, marked in blue. The pocket con-
tours are obtained by semiclassical analysis as described in sec. III A.
The parameters are t1 = 1.0, t2 = �0.33, t3 = 0.03, µ = �0.9604,
p = 10%, Px

0 = Py
0 = 0.15, � = 0.317. (b) Electron spectral func-

tion in the presence of fluctuating superconducting and bond density
wave correlations. The parameters are p = 11%, �0 = Px

0 = Py
0 = 1,

T/t1 = 0.06, g/⇤2 = 0.2, ⇢S = 0.05, ⇤ = 2. The details are dis-
cussed in sec. I C (c) Quantum oscillations in the density of states
induced by an applied magnetic field: red lines mark peaks associ-
ated with the electron pocket (frequency 432 T or 1.55% of Brillouin
zone), and blue lines those from the hole pockets (frequency 90.9 T
or 0.326% of Brillouin zone).

I. RESULTS

A. Model

We base our analysis on the following model hamiltonian

H =
X

r,a


� tac†

r+a

c
r

+ �
a

 
r+a/2c†

r+a,"c
†
r,# + h.c.

+
X

i

Pi
a

eiQi·(r+a/2)�i
r+a/2c†

r+a

c
r

+ h.c.
�
.

(1)

Here r labels the sites of a square lattice and the vector a

runs over first, second and third neighbors, and also on-site
(a = 0). The first term is the usual kinetic term, with hopping
parameters ta.

The second term couples the electron to the superconduct-
ing order parameter. The coe�cient �

a

specifies the super-
conducting form factor and the field  is the superconducting
order parameter: it can be short-ranged or acquire an expecta-
tion value.

The third term couples the fermion to the bond order. The
index i labels di↵erent wavevectors Qi, the coe�cients Pi

a

specify the corresponding form factors and the fields �i are
the order parameters, which can also be long-ranged or fluc-
tuating. Throughout this work we consider a specific form
of a density wave which resides primarily upon the bonds of
the lattice: this is not crucial for the quantum oscillations, but
is important for the electron spectral function at intermediate
temperatures. Building on recent experimental and theoreti-
cal work [34–48] we use a bond density wave (BDW) with a
d-form factor.

Both interaction terms can be obtained by appropriate de-
coupling of the Heisenberg interaction in the particle-hole and
particle-particle channels [35].

We use a d-wave superconducting form factor �±x̂

=
+�0/2,�±ŷ

= ��0/2 and a bond order with the same form
factor Pi

±x̂

= +Pi
0/2, P

i
±ŷ

= �Pi
0/2 [34, 35] which is supported

by recent experimental evidence [47, 48] although a small s-
wave component may also be present [49]. We consider a set
of two wavevectors Q1 = 2⇡(�, 0) and Q2 = 2⇡(0, �), with
� ⇠ 0.3, also based on experimental evidence.

A summary of our main results appears in fig.1, which
shows the electronic spectral functions in the presence of
long-range incommensurate BDW (fig.1a) and in the presence
of fluctuating BDW and superconductivity (fig.1b).

B. Quantum oscillations from density wave order

Fig. 1(a) illustrates Fermi surface reconstruction by a bi-
directional density wave modulation with wavevectors paral-
lel to the Cu-O bonds and period ⇠ 3 lattice spacings. We
constrain the Fermi surface by spectroscopy experiments [50],
and use the remaining freedom in hopping parameters to ob-
tain an electron pocket of about the right size. While our anal-
ysis mainly centers around the experiments on YBCO, which
has a sligthly orthorombic lattice, for simplicity we assume

Reconstructing the large Fermi 
surface with a CDW does not 

lead to a single electron pocket.

 A. Allais, D. Chowdhury, and S. Sachdev, 
Nature Communications 5, 5771 (2014)
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FIG. 2. Observation of quantum oscillations in
Hg1201 with contactless resistivity. (a) Evolution of
the PDO circuit frequency coupled to Hg1201 UD71 with
applied magnetic field B along the c axis of the sample at
T = 1.8 K. The sample undergoes a transition from super-
conducting (SC, black shaded region) to normal (blue region)
at B ∼ 35 T. (b) Derivative of the raw data with respect
to magnetic field reveals quantum oscillations in the normal
state. As described in the text, a non-oscillatory polynomial
background is subtracted from the raw data to extract the
quantum oscillations. The derivative of the background is
shown as the dashed black line. (c) Quantum oscillations after
the polynomial background has been removed. The dashed
black line is a fit to the Lifshitz-Kosevitch form discussed in
Methods.

Figs. 3). In contrast to the residuals obtained for Hg1201,
the residual for Y123 (see Fig. 3b), again obtained on
subtracting a fit to the dominant quantum oscillation fre-
quency (of F ≈ 530 T), reveals a distinctive beat pattern
resulting from the interference between the two remain-
ing QO components whose amplitudes are ≈ 40 and 50 %
of the dominant frequency (FT of the residual shown

Fig. 3c).
Limits on the Fermi surface warping and c-axis

hopping. In quasi-two-dimensional metals, the inter-
plane hopping leads to warping of the cylindrical Fermi
surface, yielding two oscillation frequencies originating
from minimum and maximum extremal cross-sections.
While our observation of a single quantum oscillation
frequency rules out very large warping, small warping
can manifest in observable nodes in the magnetic field-
dependent QO amplitude. This is represented by an ad-
ditional amplitude factor, Rw, which is parametrized by
the separation between the two frequencies 2∆Fc (see
Methods). To illustrate this point, in Fig. 4 we fit the
data with several different fixed values of ∆Fc in Rw.
The absence of nodes in the experimental data enables
us to make an upper bound estimate of ∆Fc < 16 T.
Using m∗ ≈ 2.7 me (see Fig.5) and 2∆Fc ≈ 4t⊥m∗/(!e),
we obtain a c-axis hopping of t⊥ < 0.35 meV for Hg1201,
revealing it to be at least 1000 times smaller than the
nearest neighbor hopping (t = 460 meV [45]) within the
CuO2 planes. Our upper bound is also 25 times smaller
than the bare value determined from LDA calculations
(t⊥ = 10 meV [45]), reflecting a large quasiparticle re-
normalization.
Our ability to set a firm upper bound estimate for t⊥

in Hg1201 contrasts with the situation in Y123, where es-
timates of the c-axis warping are challenging to separate
from the effects of bilayer coupling. Estimates for ∆Fc

in Y123 range from ≈ 15 to 90 T depending on whether
the observed beat pattern originates from the combined
effects of bilayer-splitting and magnetic breakdown tun-
neling [8] or Fermi surface warping [23–25].
Fermi surface reconstruction by biaxial CDW.

The simple crystalline structure of Hg1201 makes it the
ideal system for relating the k-space area of the observed
Fermi surface pocket to prior photoemission [46] and x-
ray scattering [18] measurements. The former constrains
the unreconstructed Fermi-surface while the later pro-
vides the magnitude of the reconstruction wave-vector.
Following Allais et al. [9], we require that the large un-
reconstructed hole-like Fermi surface of area AUFS ac-
commodate 1 + p carriers, where p is the hole doping
defined relative to the half filled band. We then pro-
ceed to translate the Fermi surface multiple times by the
wavevectors (QCDW, 0) and (0, QCDW) and their combi-
nations in Fig. 6a. Here we have assumed a biaxial re-
construction scheme. Further details of the calculation is
described in the Methods section.
The biaxial CDW reconstruction (shown in Fig. 6)

yields a diamond-shaped electron pocket (depicted in
red) flanked by smaller hole pockets (depicted in blue)
accompanied by additional open Fermi surface sheets
(shown in Supplementary Figure 3). While the parame-
ters for Hg1201 are slightly different than for Y123, the
topology of the reconstructed Fermi surface is essentially
the same.
Using the Onsager relation Fe,h = !

2πeAe,h, where Ae

is the area of the electron pocket and Ah is the area of
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A topological phase transition at p = p* ?
• The high-field, shrinking superconducting dome around p = p⇤

suggests the presence of a phase transition at p = p⇤.

• The X-ray, NMR, and Hall e↵ect data indicate that the CDW
disappears at a p = pcdw with pcdw < p⇤.

• The single electron pocket cannot appear by CDW-induced Fermi
surface reconstruction on a large Fermi surface of size 1 + p. So
the parent metallic state of the CDW must be a distinct metallic
state.

• The Hall e↵ect for pcdw < p < p⇤ also supports the presence of a
metallic state distinct from the large Fermi surface of size 1 + p.

• No other translational symmetry breaking has been observed for
pcdw < p < p⇤.

• Taken together, the above facts are strong evidence for a “topo-
logical phase transition” between two distinct metallic states at
p = p⇤.
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2. Topological order and phase transitions in a   

model of bosons on the square lattice

3. Survey of recent experiments in the cuprates

4. Model of a topological phase transition for 

the cuprates
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The Hubbard Model

Will study on the square lattice



We use the operator equation (valid on each site i):
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Then we decouple the interaction via

exp
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We now integrate out the fermions, and look for the saddle point of the

resulting e↵ective action for

~Ji. At the saddle-point we find that the lowest

energy is achieved when the vector has opposite orientations on the A and

B sublattices. Anticipating this, we look for a continuum limit in terms of

a field ~'i where

~Ji = ~'i e
iK·ri

(3)

Fermi surface+antiferromagnetism
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where K is the ordering wavevector.
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In this manner, we obtain the “spin-fermion” model
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Fermi surface+antiferromagnetism
In the Hamiltonian form (ignoring, for now, the time depen-
dence of ~'), the coupling between ~' and the electrons takes the
form

Hsdw = �
X

k,q,↵,�

~'q · c†k+q,↵~�↵�ck+K,�

where ~� are the Pauli matrices, the boson momentum q is small,
while the fermion momenum k extends over the entire Brillouin
zone. In the antiferromagnetically ordered state, we may take
~' / (0, 0, 1) , and the electron dispersions obtained by diago-
nalizing H0 +Hsdw are

Ek± =
"k + "k+K

2
±

s✓
"k � "k+K

2

◆2

+ �2|~'|2

This leads to the Fermi surfaces shown in the following slides
as a function of increasing |~'|.
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Square lattice Hubbard model at p=0
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Separating onset of SDW order
and Fermi surface reconstruction 

Electron and/or hole 
Fermi pockets form in 
“local” SDW order, but 
quantum fluctuations 
destroy long-range
SDW order. Such a 
phase must have 
topological order.
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We replace the action for the SDW order parameter ~'
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previous boson model
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Consider the phase with Z2 topological order. In this state it is useful

to perform a rotation about the z axis in spin space by introducing the

fermion operators

 + = ei✓/2c" ,  � = e�i✓/2c#.

Then the Yukawa coupling, HY , takes a simple form independent of the

orientation of the XY order:

HY = ��
X

i

⌘i

h
 †
i+ i� +  †

i� i+

i
.

In other words, the  ± fermions move in the presence of a spacetime-

independent XY order, even though the actual orientation of the XY order

rotates from point to point. Moreover, from the electron hopping term

in Hc, we can obtain an e↵ective hopping Zijtij( 
†
i+ j+ +  †

i� j�) where

Zij = he±i(✓i�✓j)/2i is a renormalization factor of order unity. So it appears

we can realize a situation in which the  ± fermions are approximately free,

and their observation of constant XY order implies that they will form small

pocket Fermi surfaces (or be fully gapped at p = 0).
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FIG. 1. Schematic, minimal, phase diagram of the easy-plane Hamiltonian H1 in Eq. (1.9). The vortices

are the usual defects in the XY SDW order. We propose that with increasing doping, the electron-doped

cuprates follow a path similiar to B-A, while the hole-doped cuprates follow a path similar to B-C-A. The

Fermi surfaces are shown in the first Brillouin zone: those in A and B are of electrons, while those in

C can be either of electrons or chargons. In phase C, the single vortices in the SDW order are gapped

excitations, identified as the visons of the Z2 topological order. The sketched Fermi surfaces are for hole-

doping with the cuprate band structure: in phases B and C only hole pockets are shown, but electron

pockets will appear near the boundaries to phase A.

In other words, the  ± fermions move in the presence of a spacetime-independent XY order, even

though the actual orientation of the XY order rotates from point to point. If we realize a situation

in which the  ± fermions are approximately free, then their observation of constant XY order

implies that they will form small pocket Fermi surfaces (or be fully gapped at p = 0). From (1.6),

it can be verified that the  ± fermions have S
z

= 0, and so these are spinless fermions which carry

only the charge of the electron: we will refer to them as ‘chargons’ in the remaining discussion.

A metallic phase with chargon Fermi surfaces was called an ‘algebraic charge liquid’ (ACL) in

Ref. 27.

However, further thought based upon the structure of (1.7) shows that there is a crucial obstacle
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cuprates follow a path similiar to B-A, while the hole-doped cuprates follow a path similar to B-C-A. The

Fermi surfaces are shown in the first Brillouin zone: those in A and B are of electrons, while those in

C can be either of electrons or chargons. In phase C, the single vortices in the SDW order are gapped

excitations, identified as the visons of the Z2 topological order. The sketched Fermi surfaces are for hole-

doping with the cuprate band structure: in phases B and C only hole pockets are shown, but electron

pockets will appear near the boundaries to phase A.

In other words, the  ± fermions move in the presence of a spacetime-independent XY order, even

though the actual orientation of the XY order rotates from point to point. If we realize a situation

in which the  ± fermions are approximately free, then their observation of constant XY order

implies that they will form small pocket Fermi surfaces (or be fully gapped at p = 0). From (1.6),

it can be verified that the  ± fermions have S
z

= 0, and so these are spinless fermions which carry

only the charge of the electron: we will refer to them as ‘chargons’ in the remaining discussion.

A metallic phase with chargon Fermi surfaces was called an ‘algebraic charge liquid’ (ACL) in

Ref. 27.

However, further thought based upon the structure of (1.7) shows that there is a crucial obstacle
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In other words, the  ± fermions move in the presence of a spacetime-independent XY order, even

though the actual orientation of the XY order rotates from point to point. If we realize a situation

in which the  ± fermions are approximately free, then their observation of constant XY order

implies that they will form small pocket Fermi surfaces (or be fully gapped at p = 0). From (1.6),

it can be verified that the  ± fermions have S
z

= 0, and so these are spinless fermions which carry

only the charge of the electron: we will refer to them as ‘chargons’ in the remaining discussion.

A metallic phase with chargon Fermi surfaces was called an ‘algebraic charge liquid’ (ACL) in

Ref. 27.

However, further thought based upon the structure of (1.7) shows that there is a crucial obstacle
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